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CARDINAL WISEMAN ON SELF-CULTURE.
The inaugural address of the Polytechnic Institution, South-

ampton, was delivered on the 16th ult., in the hall of the Hartley
Institution, by Cardinal Wiseman, oo " Self-culture." The
topic is so important, and was so ably discussed, that in transferring
some portions of the address, as reported, to these pages, we feel
that it will be domng a service to many who are seeking to improve
their minds by self-culture. After stating that bis aim was not to
stimulate to extraordinary energies, or unduly to excite ambitious
thoughts and aims, so much as to make every one feel it was possi-
ble so to fill the position in which he might be placed by Provi-
dence, as to respect himself and be respected by others, the Cardinal
proceeded :-" Self-culture," he said, " was, in fact, the essence of
aIl education. Education, supposed to be given to a passive and
unresisting object by any amount of external pressure that might
Le applied to it, was a mere folly. A certain amount of informa-
tion might be poured into the ears and understanding of a man, but
he was not thereby educated. No one believed that the art of
healing consisted in the application of mere external remedies.
The art of curing recognized the healing in the vital power. It
existed in the constitution, in the frame, and the object of medicine
was to bring forth those latent curative powers of nature which had
to act in a given way. Although outward appliances might assist
indirectly, the main object was to stimulate and assist those latent
powers given by nature, and the cure, so to speak, wisely aided and
seconded, was in ourselves. And so with respect to the mind.
Lectures and conversazioni, and libraries and museuns, were ail

ends to education. But the true, the real education, was that
which was performed within, and which none but the individual
could perform for himself. Self-culture might be divided into three
distinct ranges or spheres, and had to be applied,---first, to the
intellectual powers ; secondly, to the power of acquisition-the
power of aggregating what is without to our own minds; and,
thirdly, to the cultivation of the moral powers. These three
powers were distinct. The first, the cultivation of the intellectual
power, had little or no aid from without. That was a work from
within. Each man must cultivate his own intellect, his power of
judgment, bis power of acting, through the operations of bis own
mind. The second, the power of acquisition, was of a mixed char-
acter. It was the power of bringing into our minds, and under the
judgment of the intellect, that which was prepared by others, which
we did not ourselves make, and which was not within us. It was
mixed. There was the double operation-the acting upon mate-
rials which we have not naturally within our reach, through the
means of the faculties within us. The third power, again, was of a
mixed character-that moral portion of our being which, while it
las to be cultivated also within, yet bas its action without, because
from that come forth duties and obligations which reach those that
are without ourselves; so that the one is purely inward, th second
is partly exterior through its objects, the third is partly exterior
througb its aims. Beginning with the intellectual powers, they
were subject to a triple subdivision. There was, first, the power
of thought, and what immediately depended upon it ; and then came
tbe imagination and memory. Upon the two latter points Lis re-
marks would be very short, because the principles which he was
about to lay down were embodied in the first point, on which he
wisbed fully to open his mind. He did not intend to go into any
metaphysical definitions or explanations of the power of thougLt,
believing that he could make his meaning more clear by comparison
-by illustration. He would take the sense of sight as the one

parallel to thought in the mmd, and trace its operation. The eye
was never satiated-never satisfied with seeing. Whatever the
multiplicity of objects, they had no fixed place, but were continu-
ally changing. If we walked into the country alone by a pleasant
path, there was not an instant in which we did not see something,_
the trees, the cottages, distant mountains. As we moved the head
and inclined it in a different angle, as we moved the pupil of the
eye, every possible change took place in our bodily relation to the
outward objects presented to the vision, and yet aIl these objecta
were connected, and there was not a moment without some picture
being presented to the eye. Exactly so with thought; we were never
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a moment without thinking. Even whilst reading a book there wa
a train of thought passing through the mind, over which it exercise
no control. One thought succeeded another, more linked, mor
united by the power of association than the objecta that were unre
garded. It would be exceedingly difficult to render an account o
the thoughts passing through the mind during the day. But ther
was another power-the power of arresting thought-and ther
comnenced the self-command necessary for self-culture. A mai
might pass a whole day never distinctly distinguishing any objec
with his eye. But by exercising a certain degree of mental power
he might stop and examine some object and fix it upon his memory
With respect to the eye, that would be observation ; to the mind i
would be reflection. When thoughts were passing through a man'
mind, he might consider some one or another singular, and reflec
upon it, and thus arrest the current of thought, and fix upon some
thing distinct, which would occupy his mind in future years, an
lead to somnething useful and practical. That was the second step
But there was a third, and a higher and more important one.
man iight iot be satisfied with a passing view of an object, bu
desire to know soinething more about it. For instance, in lookin
for the first time at the ruina of Netley Abbey, h, saw all that h
could in passing by. That was observation. It occurred to hi
mind that if ever he paFsed that way again he would make an exai
ination into its architecture, and try to make ont its history, havin
previously gathered such information as lie might be able to do froit
books treating on the subject. That would be a very different de
gree of observation froni either of the tirst, and might be callec
contemplation. That would be seeing, in the highest sense. Ex
actly the sanme thing took place with regard to the mind of man.
A man iniglit say, 'I wish to cultivate my powers of thought. I
ama not satisfied with dwelling for a few minutes on a thought which
invites my attention ; here is a great question, on which a thought-
ful and earnest man cannot remain satisfied in ignorance, and I wil
stidy it.' For this purpose he would collect the necessary mate-
riais, and exercise the varied powers of his mind, and memory, and
reasoning, until lie came to a solemn and well-matured decision how
he ought to think and act. That was the course of thouglit-the
operation of the mind corresponding exactly with the third opera-
tion of the sense of sight ; and this analogy brought forward all the
processes of which thought was capable. The first and simplest
power of thougbt meant little or no self-culture, except by the ap-

prehension of those degrees of it which followed. There was noth-
ing more dangerous thian the habit which the indulgence in the first
process of thouglit, unchecked and unguided, might produce. A
person left to the nere succession of day-dreams, thought succeed-
ing thouglht with curious connection, but without mental analysis,
would lose hours and hours of his time in mere vain, vague, roving
ideas, which, instead of fructifying in his heart, would rot there
and corrupt it. An illustration of this unchecked process of thought
might be found in the old story of the nierchant of Bagdad, whose
dreans ended in the destruction of his precious porcelain. There
were men who, not gaining the power of constraining their thoughts
and arresting them at the proper time, had been led into the day-
dreaim of everything excepting their duty, neglecting what they
ought to have done, and consequenîtly coming to misery and ruin.
The first lesson, therefore, to be learned in mental culture, was to
gain the pover over the ordinary course of thonght by applying
what he had termed reflection-the arresting out of the procession
of thoughts those that were not worthy to be dwelt upon, and
checking thei imniediately. He wished especially to impress on
those who cared for the cultivation of their own minds, the necessity
of mnakiig use of this process, which might be described as the
second process of thought. There was a third and greater applica-
tion of the mental power. It consisted in not merely being able to
arrest thougit to dwell upon it, but in being able to study the
principles and earnest thouights whicli were within the mind-being
able to have the power of directing all the energies of the mind to
their solution and explanation, and so to treasure up within our-
selves the principle drawn from sound and solid reflection. He
would not go into detail, but the application was this :-There was
nothing more common than for persons to like to dispute, to discuss
a subject,'to provoke by the earnestness with which they pursue a
paractox, and answer every objection and difficulty raised against
them, and thien say, 'It is all a joke, it was done by way of trying
my skill against yours.' A ian ought never to take a part which
he did not believe. tnward truthfulness was as necessary to the
formation of a sound moral character as was exterior truthfulness.
He would say, ' Never maintamn a thing that you do not believe,-
never dispute a principle for disputation's sake-never consider it a
mere recreation to be warring on the side of falsehood, or inimor-
ality, or anything that is wroîug.' He knew one instance in which
the fondness for disputation and discussion had led to the person
who did not believe im his cause bringing the other over, and con-
vorting him to a falsehood. Such a course of proceediang was a

s serious moral offence. The mind ought in everything to be accus-
d tomed to fori a just judgment. If it became accustomed to loose
e ideas of truth and falsehood, what would be the result when it had
- to pronounce a stern judgment on itself, to overcome temptation,
f and when everything depended upon that uprightness of mind which
e was able, from long practice and constant training, on no occasion
e to swerve by a hair's breadth on one side or the other? That the
n training of the mind must be by the individual was self -evident.
t No two persons thought and felt alike. He would illustrate his
, meaning by referring to a well-known fact, although it might be
. regarded as rather commonplace. From the earliest ages, poets and
t agriculturists had considered two trees as intimately united together
s -the elm and tiie vine, and those who had visited the beautiful
t plains and valleys of Italy must have been struck by the loving
- group, and their verdure and fruitfulness. The elm grew up a
d stately tree, the vine crept up by its aide a miserable sapling, with-
. out vigour or strength, unable to sustain itself. The one tree lent
A strength, the other gave beauty. They were born together, their
t roots were mingled almost inseparably beneath the soil, they lived
g upon the same food, they sucked up nourishment from the sane
e ground, they drank the same dew and the sanie raina of heaven*;
s and yet no skill, no power could make them the sanie. The hus-
- bandman might trim and prine and enrich the soil as much as lie

pleased, but lie would never bring a single grape out of the elm, and
never form a self-sustaining stock for the vine. They received the

- same nourishment, but they created what was given to them into a
d different substance. And so two daughters growing up toguther,
- two sons going to the same college on the same day, would be as

different as possible from each other, and no power of exterior cul-
ture would make them the same. The aim ought to be not to make
them exactly alike, but make them both useful and good." The
lecturer then proceeded to the consideration of imagination and
memory. Imagination consisted in the faculty of receiving pictures
in the mind,-receiving thei from without, or even creating them
within, although that created within would generally be found re-
ferable to something from without. Thought and language corres-
ponded with one another. Imagination corresponded with painting,
-the mind saw the whole picture before it. But no two people
imagined in the same way, or had thoughts impressed upon them
in the same way. Imagination had the power of producing pictures
in the mind, but in every instance at a diffèrent angle, so that each
contemplated it at a different point. Speaking practically, there
were two forma of imagination, each of which ought to be watched
over and corrected. The one was excess, the other was deficiency.
The excess came very much from the mind running away with the
reflective power, and strength was required to pull it back. As to
deficiency, unless a person was called upon to use his imagination
for useful purposes, it did not matter much whether his imagination
was weak or.strong. imagination might be cultivated by the con-
templation of nature, by the contemplation of art, and by reading
that which was sound and good. Take poetry, for instance. N o
country possessed such an unbroken series of good poets, from
Shakspeare to Tennyson, as England, and the character of that class
of literature was most wholesome. But lie should not recommend
the cultivation of the imagination by the reading of novels, many of
which were founded on false sentiments, and liad an immoral ten-
dency. With respeet to memory, that was a power which varied
more than any other in different people. But it could be cultivated
successfully with respect to those things which Ve ought to remem-
ber and desired to remember. It might be encouraged and strength-
ened by reflection-by dwelling upon events and occurrences which
were worth knowing, and mastering then, and treasuring them up
in our thoughts, and by securing principles and attaching facts to
the memory-not caring too much for mere details, which miglit
easily be obtained. Whilst trying to cultivate scientific, historical,
and artistie tastes, there were other courses which would bring more
help to self-culture than any of these. Biographies and narratives
of travels acted better upon self-culture of the mind than any other
class of works. In conclusion, the lecturer observed that the result
of all this training of the intellect was the formation of character.
A man ought not to be too solicitous about the formation of char-
acter. He could not forni it. Character must grow ; it must be
the result of many circumstances. If there was one thing of which
men were more ambitious than another it was what was coimonly
called character,-" He is a man of character." Now what did that
mean ? A man of firmness, a man of determination, a man who
would carry through his projects,-that was a character most en-
vied. But experience had taught this truth-that the firmness of
small minds was obstinacy, whilst the firmness of great minds was
perseverance in the midst of difficulties, resenbling the course taken
by the water springing from a fountain high up in the Alps, which,
after overcoming every obstacle, becomes a great river, and eventu-
ally finds its way into the mighty ocean.--Eglish Educational Re-
cord for Octpber.
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2. THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCE-
MENT OF SCIENCE.

The thirty-third annual meeting of this Association was opened
at the New Town Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Wednesday, August
26th. The chair was taken by the President, Professor Willis, who,
after a brief speech, resigned it to Sir William Armstrong, C. B.,
LL. D., the President elected for the ensuing year.

The President's A ddress.-Sir William Armstrong, in his address,
dilated at some leng'th on the mechanical forces of nature, and the
recent disco'veries of science in that direction. The locality led him
to describe the progress made in our railway systen since 1838 ; the
history of railroads nîaturally led to coal and its consumption, and
he stated that coal for steai purposes was used in so reckless and
wasteful a mariner, that if not checked, it would exhaust the coal
in the Newcastle district in about 200 years. After 'some remarks
on the temperature of the earth, lie described the results of the
spectrum experiments of Bunsen and Kerchhoff, and Nasmyth's re-
markable discovery, "that the bright surface of the sun is com-
posed of an aggregation of apparently solid forma, shaped like wil-
low-leaves or some well known forma of DiatomîaceSe, and interlacing
one another in every direction." He then showed how intimately
the science of guunery was connected with the dynamical theory of
heat ; spoke of the practical value of meteorological observations;
advocated the decimal systen of weights and measures ; referred to
the postage and telegraph systems, remarking, however, that
" while so muoh facility is given to mental communication by new
measures and new inventions, the fundamental art of expressaing
thought by written symbols remains as imperfect now as it has been
for centuries past. It seems strange that, while we actually possess
a system of short-hand by which words can be recorded as rapidly as
they can be apoken, we should persist in writing a slow and laborious
long-hand. It is intelligible that grown-up persons, who have ac-
quired the present conventional art of writing, should be reluctant
to incur the labour of imastering a better system ; but there can be
no reason why the rising generation should not be instructed in a
method of writing more in accordance with the activity of mind
which now prevaila. Even without going 80 far as to adopt for or-
dinary use a complete systein of stenlography, which it is not easy
to acquire, we might greatly abridge the time and labour of writing
by the recognition of a few simple signs to express the syllables which
are of most frequent occurrence in our language. Our words are in
a great ineasure made up of such syllables as com, con, tion, ing,
able, ain, ent, est, ance, etc. These we are now obliged to write out
over and over again, as if time and labour expeuded in what may
be termed visual speech, were of no importance. Neither has our
written character the advantage of distinctness to recommend it ; it
is only necessary to write sucli a word as ' minimum' or ' ammuni-
tion,' to become aware of the want of sufficient difference between
the letters we employ." After briefly noticing the discovery of the
source of the Nile, the Darwinian theory of organic life, and the anti-
quity of man, he concluded thus: " The tendency of progress is to
quicken progress, because every acquisition in science is so much
vantage ground for fresh attainment. We may expect, therefore,
to increase our speed as we struggle forward ; but however high we
climb in the pursuit of knowledge, we shall still see heights above
us, and the more we extend our view, the more conscious we shall
be of the immensity which lies beyond.'l

1. In Section A (Mathematical and Physical Science), the intro-
ductory address was dehivered by W. J. Macquorin Rankine, C. E.,
F. R.S., Professor of Engineering in the University of Glasgow, the
President.

2. L Section B (Chemical Science), the President, Professor Wil-
liamson, delivered au address on " The Progress of Chemistry and
the Chemical Arts."

3. Iu Section C (Geology), Professor Warrington Smyth, the
President, delivered an address "On the Carboniferous System,"
which is commonly divided, for convenience sake, into three princi-
pal divisions, viz., the carboniferous limestone, the millstone grit,
and the coal measures. In describing the Newcastle coal-field, which
extends from the river Coquet on the north to near the Tees on the
south, a distance of fifty miles, lie said : " The greatest thickness at-
tained by this formation is probably not more than 2000 feet ; but
it would be vain for me, withim a limited time, to offer sure details
of the strata. Let it suffice to say, that in this thickness there exist,
associated with shales of many varieties, and with fine-grained sand-
atones, some 57 beds of coals, from an inch thick upwards, compri-
sing in all 75 feet of coal ; but that what are considered the work-
able seains are 12 in number, giving an aggregate of about 50 feet
of coal.

4. ln Section D (Zoology and Botany), the President, Professor
Balfour, in alluding to the benefils conferred on science and its stu-
dents by the meetings of the British Association, said, that there
was a mutual bearing of all the natural sciences on eaoh other, and

the student of nature must take a comprehensive grasp of all. One
of the features of the Association specially deserving of notice was
the reports in different departments of science, which had been the
means of euabling many a deserving young naturalist to advance
science, and lay the foundation of future fane and promotion. The
Rev. H. B. Tristram read a paper in this section, " On some Eluci-
dations of the Geological History of North Africa, supplied by its
Lacustrine Fauna." The observations on the geology of North
Africa went to show that, down to a recent period of the tertiary
epoch, a considerable portion of that country formed the bed of the
ocean, and.thus it was that the traces of inhabitants were found
closely allied to the inhabitants of the coast of Guinea on the une
side, and of the Upper Nile and the Ganges on the other.

Sub-Sechion D (Physiology), Professor Rolleston, the President,
passed in review those writers who had written works to which re-
ference was likely to be made in the section, and made some obser-
vations on the generaland on the educational, value of the study
of physiology.

5. In Section E (Geography and Ethnology), Sir Roderick Mur-
chison, President, reviewed the leading geographical results of Brit-
ish Geography since the Last Meeting of the Association at New-
castle ; mentioned the expeditions in Australia by the brothers
Gregory, by Burke, Willis, M'Douall Stuart, and M'Kinlay ; and
the discovery of the sources of the Nile by Captain Speke and
Grant. The discovery of the sources of the Nile he declared to be
the most remarkable geographical feat which has been performed in
our time, and one which it has been the ambition of other nations
to accomplish during all ages. Carefully tracing the progiess of the
two travellers, he led his hearers from the African coast, near Zan-
zibar, to the central, lofty plateau-lanîd that forma in that region
the water shed between North and South Africa, and thence to the
lake Nyanza, the great reservoir out of which, at its northern end,
the waters of the White Nile were seen to flow. Thence, iSir Rod-
erick said, the travellers traced the mighty stream northward into
Egypt, and demonstrated that whilst the White Nile, which they
followed, is the Great Nile, the so-called Blue River, joining the
parent stream at Khartum on the frontiers of Egypt, is, like the Al-
bara and other waters, a mere tributary. de

6. In S~ection F (Ecoinic k~eîcand iStatistics), the President
W. Tite, M. P., in his address, directed attention to the condition
of the currency system im America ; to the steps that had been ta-
ken during the last Session of Parliament respectiæg the Metrical
Systen of Weights and Measures ; and in conclusion dwelt on the
beneficial effects of the Social Science Association, and the cordiality
existing between it and the British Association.

7. In Section G (Mechanical Science), the President, Rev. Robert
Willis, in a few prelhminary remarks, contined hiniself to the sub-
jects of the papers to be read in the section.

On Wednesday, nd September, at the concluding general meet-
ing, the secretary stated " that the number of persons belonging to
the Association at this moment was 8,356, froni whon had bein re-
ceived £3, 600. The sum of £1,715 had been devoted to grants for
scientific purposes."

Sir Charles Lyell has been elected President of the British Asso-
ciation for 1864 ; and Bath has been chosen as the place7of meeting.
-The Museum.

IL "e0tal (5irpondrce of thr * 0urrnal.

CRITICISM ON GRAMMAR.
(For the Journal of Education.)

English Grammar should be a favourite study with every Common
School teacher, not only because it is the high road to correct speak-
ing and writing, but also because many learned men differ in opinion
respecting it : this we sometimes observe at the examination of Com-
mon School teachers, where a difference of opinion often militates
against a clever grammarian.

The Very Rev. Chenevix Trench, the learned Dean of Westmin-
ster, whose lecture on " The Queen's English " appeared in the
Journal of Education for the month of last July, differs in opinion
with the moat respectable grammarians of modurn times. He says
the expression two and two are four is ungram matical. le says it
ought to be two and two is four when we use abs, r tet numberr.

The expressions twice one are two; twice two are four, ie consid-
ors as more glaringly erroneous, and says the language should be
twice one is two ; twice two is four. I conider the former express.
ions correct, and the latter ungramnmatical, because two units and
two units are four units, and in the expression twice one are two,
there is a plurality of idea impressed on the mind, nanely that of two
unita ; therefore the verb should be plural. When two nouins con-
nected by and refer to the samne person or thing, the verb should13b
singular ; but in every other case the verb should be plural.

1863.] 10
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Mr. Trench asserts that the expression It is 1," is ungramma- The members of the Teachers' Association will perceive from thesetical; he asserts the language should be, It is me." Here again remarks, and from the errors they have noticed themselves in Len-I assert the contrary. It was I who said so, is correct language ; nie's and other grammars, that we are in much need of a new gram.it was me who said so, is ungranmatical. What grammarian would mar. I hope many of my fellow labourers will take a distinguishednot blush with shame, if any person should happen to hear him say, part in getting a Comnon School Grammar published as soon asme said sou" Mr. Trench finds great fault with 1ospital," " possible. I shall be happy to assist thein as far as my time will per-erb," Y)("and unible;" the pronunciation of the last being the most mit. A set of new class books is also much required in our schools.offensive of all. He thinks the h should be sounded in these words, Douro. October l3th, 1863. E. P. FoRD.
contrary to the pronunciation of the best lexicographers of the day.
He says if it is urged that we have an humble and contrite heart, Ianswer, "so we have the strength of an horse." Here he uses an III. and b 4 U 4 io .instead of a.

1 shall now pass from Mr. Trench's lecture and point out a few of 1. THE TEACHER'S RELATIVE DUTIES.*the mistakes in our English Grammars. Murray says number 1 TH TE A R T DTIe S
denotes one object or more objects than one. Here the word num- . now proceed to treat of our relative duties, i.e., of those whichber is taken in its widest sense, and number in its widest sense i arise from our connection with or relation to others. They may benumber ad infinitum, and this does not denote one, consequently classed under three heads : those relating to-I. Superior ; Il. In-Murray's definition of numbers is incorrect. Lennie's definition of ferior ; III. Equals ; and in this order I propose to consider them.number is also defective. The following definition of number w I. We may speak of our duties to superiors under the division of
think be found unobjectionable. Number is that inflection of the (1) the Government, (2) the Inspectors, and (3) School-managers,
noun by which we indicate whether A represents one or more than especially the clergy. We stand in very close relation to each of
one. them, and we have to discharge duties peculiar to each.

Lennie tells us there are five noods in English Grammar I can 1. As to GOVERNMENT: We have grown up as teachers under
find but four; namely, The Indicative; the Imperative; the Sub-laws to which we are all attached, because we have, more or lessjunctive, and Infinitive. The Subjunctive Mood is so called be- derived pecuniary benefit and enjoyed healthy supervision. Butcause it is subjoined to the Indicative for the purpose of expressing we ought to examine the real nature and province of a Government,a condition. Every verb making a simple declaration is in the In- investigate with dispassionate candour their enactments, and givedicative Mood; as, I will learn, I can learn. When the Indicative a manly yet respectful expression of our views. Such a line ofMood is conjugated with shal and will, it has six tenses; when conduct is incumbent upon us. We have nothing to lose by adoptingconjugated with may,' or can it has but four. When a verb expresses it, but everything to gain by pursuing it in a spirit of earnest inquirya commnand or entreaty, it in the Imperative Mood; when it ex- and even-handed justice.
pressesa condition, wish or supposition, it is in the Subjunctive 2. The INsPECTORs form a link connecting us with the State, and,presses andiwhen i stn sn pendent, tt is ithou anmina whether we look to their official position, their superior and more re-Mood; and when it stands idependent, that is, without a nomina- fined education, of their high social rank, we ought to pay themtive; it is in the Infinitive Mood. If a verb can be used in any the most respectful deference. It is deeply to be regretted thatother way than the way I have pointed out, we may conclude that many teachers look for an Inspector's visit with such gloomy fore-there are more than four moods, but not otherwise. oig.Wynthli aanbsuebo- rhopruiyLennie says "a neuter verb expresses being, or a state of being or bodings. Why not hail it as an absolute boon-a richl opportunity
action confined to the agent." A neuter verb means that it is nei- of culling some choice iteilectual and professional flowers ? I feel
ther transitive nor intransitive. A neuter never expresses action as assured that every faithful and concientious teacher onght to look
Lennie asserts ; when the action is confined to the agent, it is an to his Inpector as a real friend- "meet him with confidence, seeingintransitive verb. Lennie's definition of a neuter verb is incorrect. in him not an enemy watching for faults, but one whose pleasure it
Some grammarians say that rny, thy, his, her, our, your, their, are is, whenever it consista with his duty, to award praise." I feel con-
possessive adjectives, but this is not true : adjectives have not per- fident that every fellow-teacher present emphaticaily protests against
son, gender number and case, these words have; they are personal words recently advanced in a leading educational journal in these
pronouns im the possessive case, and governed by the nouns by w " It is well known that it is neither the inspection nor thewhich they are foilowed. The term " Adjective Ponoun" is im- Inspector that makes the teacher's knees to tremble, and makesproer tlWhen the words under this head are pronouns, they are him turn up his eyes with awe to the face of the potent fune-proper. c e and when tey a ed a defnitv s, they are tionary ; but it is the knowledge that the money grants depend uponnot adjectives, and when they are used as definitives, they are not the written report." Such servility is unmanly, such unprincipledpronouns. An Adjective is a word added to a noun to express its cringing base in the extreme ; and no Inspector desires anything ofquality, and this quality exists with the notn ; as A sweet apple, red the sort ; they universally " disclaim any wish for such disgracefulink. One adjective sometimes qualifies another ; as, A pale blue hmg. iiiyi rsneo u ueir sntrl nflash; deep red ; a dark green. Words added to a noun and not homage. Timidity n presence of our superiors is natural, and
expressing quality, are definitives ; as, this man, one man, such common to ail-eul to the Seior Wranglers ikn our universitiesmeail men. When I say one man ; the word one expresses no as to the youthful instructor of children. If we know our business,men, it cann therefore come une the d on ofpansadject-and do our duty to the best of our abilities, we have nothing to fearquality, it cannot therefore cois e under the definition of an adject- at the hands of our Inspectors. Their opportunities of acquiring anive ; its proper naine is a definitive, which will constitute the tenth accurate estimate of what a good sehool is, are so large that wepart of speech. In the expressions, the man, this mai, I have as aurt tiate o t a good o is, a e rge thtw
nuch right to call the an adjective, as I have to call this an adjective. ought to place the most implicit reliance on their verdict. Their

Lennie says under Rule 10,-'- Wheni contingency and futurity are conclusions are drawn, not from the individual merits of our schools,
not both implied, the Indicative ought to be used; as, If he speaks but from their comparative standing in their respective districts.
as he thinks, le may safely be trusted." Let us, therefore, strive to replace fear with confidence, timidity

Now notwithstanding the above Rule, I contend that the verb with trust, and leave the "money grants" to take care of them-
speaks im the example just given is in the Subjunctive Mood. I do e Bvetween us and the ScOOL-MNAGERS especially the clergy,
not deny that the Indicative forni of this verb ought to be used. a still oser relation exista. There are two rocks on which lany
Perhaps lue ineant this when he wrote the above Rule, -ascer latioaexists. Teeretwo rok one i any

The terim " Pluperfect Tense," is improper; it ought to be prior- teachers split, viz., arrogance and severity. The one is just as un-
perfect Tense. Keigan and others tell us that we have no future becommg our position as elementary teachers, as the other is
tense i English. Keigan asserts that time exista ail at once, and degrading to ourselves as men ; and the danger to the profession inthat we are passive, and that past time is that which we leave behind running againat Scylla, is just as great as if we fell into Charybdis.and future tie, that at which we have nxot yet arrived' Let us avoid both, and maintain that "golden mean " which adds

If we separate the auxiliaries shall and will from the principal verb s0 much to individual happiness, and uniformly secures that sym-
we destroy the future tense, and alter the meaning of the sentence' pathy and co-operation so much needed by us as guides of youth.
as may be seen from the foilowing. I will go, I will to go. In the To the clergy we owe special duties and stand in particular relation-
former example there is no doubt whatsoever about my goin i ship. I beheve that a teachers's success depends, not merely on the
the latter there is much doubt, because al that is known abou my discharge of his routine of school duties, but also in the interest hegon ister thatI il it.h Perhaps my employer notwithstanding n 7 takes in the general welfare of the locality in whiclh his lot is cast.going is, etmi that I s ha t A dumb n mwi ll n' We are too apt to confine our sphere of duty to the walls of ourwill is deteruined that s al not go. A dunb man might wiil to schoolrooms. We are not mere teaching machines-we are mem-

Gramuarians tell us that there are three genders. Common sense bers of society, and the general community deserves our attention
tells us that there are but two. naiuely, the Masculine, and the and it is our bounden duty and highest privilege to help forward
Feminine. Nouns that are neither Masculine nor Feminine have every work calculated to ameliorate and elevate our fellow-creatures
nio gender; as a hat. If we descend to insects, we nmay find a neu- either intellectually, morally, or physically. Let us not do so with
ter gender ; for instance, among the ants. " The neutral ants haveno wings ; the male and female have wings in the proper season." or E ngland SmterM.
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presumption or blustering self-conceit ; but let us be 'ail things
unto all men,*' that we may do good ; and simply for its own sake.
Popular applause is dangerous, and too fickle for us to trust to.
We can do well without it; but we should be miserably ill off with-
out the consciousness of trying to do good. The schoolmaster has
been beautifully called the clergyman's " right hand ; " and if they
can work well together, much may be done for the general weal.
They inay, and, as men, must be expected to differ in their views of
matters, but they ought to agree to differ ; and if they are sin-
cere in their motives, they can afford to sink their differences.

Il. Let us now turn our dutiesto our INFERIORs, and I shall only
allude to the parents of the children entrusted to us. Our duties to
them are most important, and on our relation to them, and the
position we occupy in their esteem, rests our success as teachers.
They trust us with parts of themselves-objects of their deepest
affection, in whom are centred all their future happiness and peace.
They are their present joy, and they expect them to be their stay
and solace in old age. They are only concerned about the up-
bringing of their progeny, and we are employed to assist them in
that work. We are fellow-workers-they caring chiefly for their
physical wants, we for their religious, moral, and intellectual. The
parents of our youthful charges are, generally speaking, poor, and as
such they need our sympathy and kindness. We ought to visit them
frequently, enter freely into their cares, rejoice at their little suc-
cesses, and pity them under disappointments. What lessons of
patient endurance, calm resignation, and genuine contentment we
might learn from the examples of thousands of our peasants. Our
visits should lead them to look upon us as real friends, whose coun-
ci] is at all times at their command, and whose privilege it is to
assist them in every emergency. As parents, they have a right to
see tangible proofs of their children's progress, and these should
never be withheld from them. Let us deal honestly with them-not
flattering them with improvements never made, nor yet withholding
the due meed of praise when it has really been merited. We ought
to deserve their respect, and so deport ourselves towards them as
to prevent our pupils hearing a single disrespectful word of us at the
family hearth. There is a close connection between home and the
school; home influence is easily seen in the sweet smile of implicit
and ready obedience, or in the morose sulleness of stolid indiffer-
ence. The school should be reflected at the family fireside, erect
there its citadel, and maintain its position with unfaltering con-
stancy. There ought to be a reciprocity of feeling between pupils
and teachers that can alone secure the teaching the whole man,
the development of his every faculty. Confidence on the part of
the one, and thorough ernestness on the part of the other, can
alone succeed in building the centre of a man.

III. But I must now hasten to look at our duties to our EQUÂLS,
or to one another. We are all employed in the same glorious work,
influenced by the same causes, inspired by the same hopes, cast down
by the sanie fears ; is, then, the right hand of fellowship extended
to each of us with that cordiality, that enthusiasm, that magna-
namity of sentiment which the cause needs? I leave the answer
at each of my fellow-teacher's door, lest I should be prompted to
give an uncharitable reply.

The youngest member of our profession, equally with the oldest,
has an experience, and he ought to let that experience be felt.
Each has an influence-a great influence-and his fellow-teachers
need it. Why then withhold it ? " Man was made to help manI,"
is a very old saying, and were we all actuated by it, what glo-
rious results miglit be anticipated of devoted and earnest men.
"I Unity is strength ;" then let us unite, and we shall be strong.
Unity in defence of our pockets is one thing, and unity in ad-
vancement of our common cause-unity in the acquisition of in-
creased professional skill-unity in the search for truth and wisdom
-is very different. It is the latter unity we need most; the former
will follow as a natural consequence, and follow too with much
greater beauty and consistency, and carry with it an incalculably
greater power. Let, then, unanimity of sentiment and hearty co-
operation of action characterize us in future; let jealousy and narrow-
rnindedness be banished from our midst, and let candour, simplicity
and earnestness pervade our meetings with each other. Although
the star of our own profession be but skirting the horizon, let us not
fret at seeing others shining in midday effulgence, but let us rather
strive to live under their influence, borrow from their brightness,
and hope to emit, at some future period, rays of equal lustre. And
as to each other, although some of us be but displaying " the foot
of Hercules," let us not regret to see others acquiring gigantic
strength, but let us rather sit at their feet, and feel honoured by
their instructions. Would that I could say anything that could
resusitate or animate my brother teachers to adopt such a line of
action. Ours is, indeed, a work of laborions toil : often are our
hopes frustrated, our desires unattained, our prospects blasted, our
exertions frequently rendered nugatory by the ignorance or ingrat-
itude of parents, and our zeal chilled in many other ways. Hence

the need of mutual sympathy, mutual love, and mutual co-operation.
Though ours is not the pleasure of leading our pupils through the
subtleties of abstract philosophy, or the flowery fields of science-
though we may be seldom called upon to lead them through the rich
mines of classic lore-though we may never be able to guide them
far through the windings of mathematical investigation-though we
may rarely teach them to enliven the canvass with nature's beauties,
or tune their muse in praise of creation's wonders,-yet we are
called upon to discharge duties of far greater importance-to teach
the sons and daughters of British industry to read and write.
Others may " glory in raising great and magnificient structures, and
fiud a secret pleasure in seeing sets of their own planting grow up
and flourish ; be it ours to sec youths of our own planting, from the
small beginnings and advantages we have given them, to grow up
to such a height, and to spread their branches so wide, that we who
first planted them may ourselves find comfort and shelter under
their shadows."

The Bishop of Oxford recently uttered words that should be
impressed on our minds, and be daily before our eyes : " In success
men are easily united ; dead bodies pack close, and as the work of
corruption proceeds, the embrace becomes lighter ; but living
thoughts and living beings require room for living limbs to play
and to act to their kind." Let us then be sincere, let us show that
we have life. The reverend champion of Ragged Schools, in speak-
ing of unity, thus remarks: "Another remarkable feature in our era
is the acknowledgment and practical application of the power of
union-of co-operation as better than individual action. Separate
the atome that form a hammer, and in that state of minute division
they would fall on a stone with no more effect than snowflakes :
welded into one solid mass, and swung round by the quarryman's
brawny arm, they descend on the rock like a thunderbolt. Stand
by the Fals of Niagara, and as the waters, gathered from a hundred
lakes, are rolling with the voice of a hundred thunders over the
rocky precipice, fancy them divided into their individual atoms.
They might gem with sparking dewdrops vast tracts of fields and
forest; in clouds of gold and amber and purple, they might hang
curtains round the gates of day ; but where were the onward over-
whelming power of the majestic flood? Now, as with the combined
power of matter, so it is with the combined power of men. They
do in masses what they would not attempt, or attempting could not
achieve, as individuals. The wise man says that 'two are better
than one ;' and our Lord Himself illustrates the advantages of union
when He sent forth His disciples two by two."-English Journal of
Education.

2. WHY MANY TEACHERS FAIL.
Ladies and other persons who are in the habit of visiting different

schools, and whose love of school-work leads them (even if they are
staying in a watering or bathing place, as Bath, Cheltenham, Mal-
vern, Margate, Hastings, &c.) to open the doors of schools and walk
in, must often have noticed the great divergence that there is in
points of discipline in schools underdifferent teachers. In one school
which they visit they shall not hear noise and not see cônfusion ;
but instead they shall listen to the low hum or murmur which be.
tokens work, and which is far different from the noise that is heard
in a school in which little or no work is done. The visitor is glad
to escape froi a schoolroom in which noise and confusion prevail.-
Teaching for one day in a school which is in an undisciplined state
is harder work than threshing. How it wears and shakes the nerves !
Scholars jumping up and down and about, bawling out their' an-
swers, pushing each other, quarrelling about places, asking at all
sorts of times " to go out," repeating lessons in the loudest tones,
-these are some of the sights and sounds that distract teachers and
visitors. In an undisciplined school there is no rule for any thing ;
and yet every one tries to put every one else right. Again, in an
undisciplined school nothing is to be found in its place ; there is a
constant running about for black-boards, books, slates, pencils. -
Thus time is lost, and confusion is created. Again, in an undiscip-
lined school there is no time for any thing. A time-table may, it
is true, be stuck with a wafer against the wall-perhaps near the
clock, if there is one in the school ; but as for time-table and clock
working together,-that is to say, the lessons in each class being be-
gun and finished to the minute,-this is not to be expected for an
instant. So the day wears on, and when the close of it has come, it
is found that one, or perhaps two lessons have been left out altoge-
ther or greatly curtailed. And this state of things will perhaps go
on for months, perhaps for years. What the end of it must be is of
course quite plain. The clergyman examines a class now and then,
and finds it in a hopeless state of ignorance ; yet the children are
not idiots. The Inspector comes, and can get nothing out of the
children ; and the teacher thinks that this must be the Inspector's,
not their fault. Ladies who would assist a little in teaching Scrip-
ture or reading, come and try to do it ; but after a few trials do not
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show their faces again. " Ah ! " says the teacher, "it was a mere
whim, a mere spurt. I thought they would soon get tired of teach-
ing." He does not see that what the ladies get tired of was not
teaching, but of his undisciplined classes and noisy room. He for-
gets that before any body can teach any thing, discipline must be
secured ahnong those who are to be taught, and that the first step
to good school-keeping is good discipline. We reasonably expect
that every worker in wood, brass, iron, atone, brick, should be a
master of his work, be capable of doing what le takes money for
doing; otherwise he is an impostor. But there is many a teacher
who is neither the master nor the mistress of the school in which le
or she works. Tie fact is, the school is often the master of the
teacher, instead of the teacher being the master of the school ; and
this because he bas never asserted himself, never secured discipline.
We are not recommending severe measures. We do not mean that
a man or woman should be constantly tyrannising over poor little
childreu with a stick or birch rod. Nor do we inean that corporal
punishmient is to be entirely dispensed with. How can it be ? If
corporal punishment be entirely dispensed with, upon what can the
teacher fall back when all other means of discipline have failed ?-
Nevertheless puniishment should be used seldom. Without it there
are many ways by which the teacher may secure good discipline.-
Some of these are so self-evident, that we cannot but wonder that
there should be se many noisy schools in the world, and se many
teachers who, instead of teaching with ease and comfort to them-
selves, dread the coming of each Monday, which begins a new school
week, and who sadly confesses that " life is indeed a burden."

But it is when a teacher is growing old and "gray in the service"
that the noise or the bad discipline grates mostharshly on his nerves.
How desirable it is, therefore, that lie should early get into the way
of attending to discipline

The first point to be observed towards securing good discipline is
this: As is the teacher, so is the schuo. A talkative teacher will as-
suredly niake a talkative school. It is the man or woman of few
words who succeeds in making the children silent ; but if they hear
the voice for ever going, and see fussiness of manner, they cease to
regard the one, and they fall into the error of the other. The teach-
er' voice should seldom be heard. Unnecessary words should be
avoided. Signals are often of more use than words. "Why do
you inake so muli noise ?" " What do you talk so loudly for i"-
are questions which one often hears the teacher ask of his scholars ;
while all the time ie is naking thrice as much noise as they. In-
stead of asking these questions would it not be better to stop the
work of the school, and make the scholars sit or stand perfectly still
for five minutes, until the ticking of the lock could be heard, as a
means of giving them an idea of what silence is ?

Freqent paxsses during the daiy for silence are usefli in inducing
quietness. Somre children never know what quietness is ; these pan-
ses are calculated to soothe them.

A place and time for every thing, and every thing kept and done in
its place and time, is a maxini which should be written in letters of
gold. We know nothing more annoying in a school than when we
sit down to teach a class to find the books and elates out of their
places, and to have to wait until they are found ; or, when they are
found, to find that there is not a sufficient number of them ; or that
when the page or chapter in the reading-books is mentioned, five or
six of the scholars are nurable to find it, because the leaves at that
place are nmissing. Loose and missin±r leaves of books would seldom
be conplained of, if at stated times the teacher, or some one depn-
ted by him te that duty, would examine the books, with the view
of seeirng what repairs iniglt be necessary. This examination, es-
pecially if once or twice after it, matters were found te be al right,
might be considered by the teacher unnecessary. Yet how wrong
wouild this opinion be ! We put a case :-A short time ago there
was a break down upon a railway ; saine passengers were killed, and
several were severely hurt. It was proved that certain of the carria-
ges were in a bad state, the wood being worm-eaten and ialf rotten.
l11 the factory iii which the carriages are made the foreman now goes
about with " a pricker," or pointed piece of steel, te try the wood
before the carriages are sent out. le it not strange that this simple
and self-evident plan could not be used until several deaths and in-
juries tauglit the authorities common carefulness ? Se the teacher
often thirrks that a reglar examrination of books is unnecessary. It
is not unîtil the Inspector or the clergyman cannot hear a class read
in consequence of the imalny missing leaves in the scholar's books,
that tie teacher wakes as from a dream to reproach himself with his
*want Q.f forethougît.

The teacher shodd scrupidouslty keep his word respecting the putn-
ishrment vith which he has threatened his ucholars. The scholars
shonid feel that punishnent is sure. Many teachers lose their in-
fluence when their scholars perceive that threats vanish into thin
air, or are as smnoke. The echolars must look uponr the teacher as a
mau of his word, who, if le threatens, will surely perform. Yet we
would not have the teacher threaten too mudh, or all back upen

pains and penalties too much. To rule by love and by personal in.
fuence is the better part. Toachers should make their scholars love
not hate them. Who would live in the hate of his pupils rather
than in the affection of their hearts ? , - j

Most emphatically do we say that the first thiugto be secured in
a school is discipline. After it comes education.-English National
Society's Monthly Paper.

3. SCHOOL KEEPING UNDER THREE ASPECTS.
There are three aspects under which we may regard school-work,

all right, in themselves, and compatible with each other, yet each
rising higher in moral dignity and power.

lst. We may regard it as a means of livelihood (in the case of
teachers), or of useful occupation (in that of managers), to be under-
taken and carried out in an honest, diligent, conscientious spirit.

This view will carry a person on for a certain time; but it re-
quires unusual strength of character and steadiness of pur pose to
bear up cheerfully against the disappointments and discouragements
of school-keeping, with no more support than a sense of having
sincerely tried to do our duty.

2d. We may look upon it as work to be done for God and with
His assistance.

This is a very great advance, and when joined to steadiness of
purpose may, in persons of a cheerful disposition, be sufficient to
enable theni to rise above the trials and disappointments they are
sure to meet with.

3d. The third and highest view is, to look upon school-keeping as
a part of God's plan for the moral and religious training of His
reasonable creatures, and ourselves as instruments by whoin that
great work is to be carried on at the time, and in the way, that He
sees best. This view secures diligence without over-anxiety, cheerful-
ness without vain-glory, and hopefulness of mind under all dis-
couragements.

It is this view which alone can support persons of naturally weak
spirits and anxious temperaments iii the arduous duties of a school.
And even to those of a happier constitution it imparts a serenity of
spirit and a freedom from care whieh is not only a blessing to them-
selves personally, but a great advantage and assistance to them in
their work.-R. C. in English National Society Monthly Paper.

4. PHILOSOPHY OF QUESTIONING CHILDREN.
A good, searching examination of children is by no means that

very easy thing which people commonly think * * * The de-
sirable point is to insinuate your information into their minds, so
that by indirect and tortuous entrance it may be caught and en-
tangled with what is already there and not slip out again as it would
through a direct passage * * * Begin with a simple question
readily admitting of an answer; on that answer build another ques-
tion ; and so on, until you bring the child to the answer, which is
the conclusion required. In going through such a course the child
feels not only a curiosity as to what will come next, and so keeps
his attention awake, but also a lively interest from the experience
of his own in working power, and he regards the conclusion with
something of that partiality which a mother entertains for her off-
spring. No wonder that he should firmly retain such information
to the inculcating of which have been brought to bear three of the
most powerful principles of his nature, curiosity, consciousness of
power, and regard for his own.

The main point is so to shape and order our questions as never to
be reduced to tell them anything on the way, and that the last an-
swer should give the conclusion full and convincing. This evidently
reluires mruch patient practice on the part of the teacher, and some
acquiremeuts also. He must have gauged the capacity of the minds
of the children, obtained an insight into their working, so that he
may know where and how to press with his questions. He must
have an intimate acquaintauce with Scripture, be possessed of a
good stock of clear vernacular language, be distinct in his conceptions
and be furnished with the means of apt and familiar illustration.
And he must have a quickness of apprehension, to catch all for which
the text gives him a handle, and to turu to account, on the way,
the answers of the children, so that they may go on steadily in the
proposed direction. -English Sunday School Teachet s' Magazine.

1. SCHOOL PUNISHMENTS-PROS AND CONS.
We all know, from our own experience, how impossible it is to

work heartily for one who is always criticising our performances ;
how bard it is~to entertain feelings of esteen or affection for those
who seem to have no eye for anything but blemishes and imperfec-
tions. 1 think Todd, in his "Student's Manual," tellu of two
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fellow-collegians who, in the warmth of sincere friendship, and with e

the view, as they thought, of making their intimate companionship t
nutually useful, agreed that every night before they retired to rest t

each should tell the other everything he had seen in his conduct
and bearing during the day which lie thought capable of improve- t

ment. They did so, kindly and honestly, not reproaching each other, f
nor seeking either to make his friend's conduct appear less favourable i

than his own. They accepted each other's critiques with apparent h

thankfulness, and to the end of the session continued as close friends i

as before. But this perpetual pointing out of faults, however advan- n

taLjeous, was too mucli for human nature. They did not quarrel, t

they breathed no word nor entertained a thouglit of discontent ; but g
they parted ; and when they returned each chose another apartment, t
and avoided the society of the other. Not even the ardour of youth-

ful friendship could survive the ever-recurring exposure of the h

failings a friendly watchfulness had detected. No one conversant d

with society and accustomed to the study of human character would f

have fallen into the error of these two well-meaning youthful T
friends. But in our dealinzs with children we are but too apt, I g
fear, practically to forget the principle which they transgressed, p
and in the anxious desire to clear away the imperfections which we a
cannot but see, we ti.o often forget the praise of what is good is as c

essential as the deprecation of what is bad ; and so acquire the habit t
of correcting rather than encouraging, of dwelling on what is faulty, e

and overlooking or neglecting to notice what is ineritorious. He a

who would rule well, and obtain the affections of those lie governs, a

niust mingle conunendation with reproof. He must be known to f
have an eye not quicker to mark a fault than to recognize a virtuous e

effort. Words of approval and encouragement must flow from his i

lips as naturally and as ordinarily as words of blamne. The kindliest
and inost genial of inen sometimes err in this respect. When placed î
in comnand, they seem to think it their duty to be stern to a

fault, and to leave virtue to its own reward. Every teacher
knows, or at least ought to know, the story of the two officers who

had charge of one of H.M. ships during the great war. One was
noted for his strictness. He was never known to be satisfied.
When lie came on deck, his eye never rested till lie discovered

something auiss, " I wish to heaven, sir, you would get the sweep-
ers to remove those shavings" lie would say, pointing to a bit of

rope-yarn not half a yard long, aocidently left under one of the
«uns. The other always found somewhat to commend. He would

remark on the cleanliness of the decks, or the absence of disorder,
where his companion would have twenty little trifling mnatters to

complain ot. Yet in general society the fault-finding officer was

the more gentle, considerat,. and hearty of the two. He was al-

ways grunbling because lue believed it his duty to do so, in order to
keep lis men at their work ; the other dwelt on what had been done
well, because lie knew that in that wa lie could best induce his men
to work zealously in the service. For him they worked cheerfully,
and lie secured not only their obedience, but their respect and es-

teem ; while the other was disliked, and work done for him was

performed listlessly, and regarded as a burden.
But it must not be forgotten that the teacher has other duties be-

sides those of cominendation. Things come under his notice which
he must perforce take cognizance of, and which he cannot commend.
He must be prepared to grapple with faults and defects, as well as

to mete out praise in due season. Putting out of view, for the pre-
sent, those purely moral delinquencies which require to be treated

with peculiar care, and subject to remedial process of a delicate

and complicated nature, there remains a large clasa of common
school faults which every teacher will be frequently called upon to

treat. It has beeu too much the fashion to shirk the cousideration
of the treatient suitable for what may be called, par excellence,
school-offences ; I mean imperfect preparation of lessons, indolence,
breaches of discipline, &c ; offences which seem to me all to have
their origin rather in the triumph of a love of ease or enjoyment
over the scholar's sense of duty, than from a want nf knowledge of
what is right, or a wilful departure from it. The teacher ia brought
constantly face to face with such cases ; he treats them generally
according to the traditions of his calling, and in the main probably
in a sutciently proper anti sensible mariner ; but he may never
have considered why that course is adopted, or be prepared to offer
a reasonable justification, even to himself, of the method he pursues.
Instinct seenis to teach every one that the child who does not do
what is required of him must be punished ; but theorists who found
their notions on abstract reasomnigs rather than experience, have
endeavoured to cast disrepute upon punishment generally, and cor-
paral punishment in particular. Practical men, indeed, have seldom,

if ever, been led astray by their arguments. It is not from masters
of schools, frou persons etigaged conatantly in teaching children,
that the outcry against corporal punishments has proceeded. But

it must be confessed, nevertheless, that the sickly sentimentaliam
of the age, which is shocked at the idea of inflicting bodily pain as

chastisement for offences incidental to childhood, has so far ifu-

nced teachers that many of them hesitate to justify the course which
hey find themselves in practice compelled to adopt. The fact that
hey do use corporal punishment is admitted ; but it is admitted
with something like aversion. They are half-nclined to suspect
hat it is a misfortune they cannot dispense with ; and they shrink
rom that consideration of the matter which is essential to the for-
mation of clear ideas as to the place which such punishments should
old, and the results that must be looked for from their employment,
n an educational system. As in practice there is a tendency to

eglect the due use of commendation and encouragement, so in

heory it is too much the fashion to attribute to those agencies a
reater influence, and to justify a more exclusive reliance on them,
han they are really capable of sustaining.

I admit, indeed, that the necessity for punishment arises from Our
uman imperfection ; but, so does the necessity for teaching. In
ealihg with questions of educational practice, we must always allow
or human imperfection, both in the teacher and lm the taught.
his is where the theoretical philosophizer on educational questions
oes astray most frequently. Wheu a man tells us that corporal
unishment may be dispensed with, because we can do by other
gencies what the inefficient teacher seeks to accomplish by the use
f the rod, he tacitly assumes the possession of greater powers in
he teacher and a greater susceptibility in the learner than is gen-
rally possessed. His dicta apply to what might exist, not to what
ctually does exist. But remembering that with limited powers,
nd under actual circumstances, wc have to deal with certain inper-
ections inherent to childhood, and paying due attention to the
effects produced by those various devices for securing order, obed-
ence, industry, and attention which are generally employed, we
shall have no difficulty in discovering that corporal punishment is
an instrument for good too valuable to be dispensed with, and one
whose place cannot be fitly supplied by other agencies.

I regard punishments as one out of many other influenees to be
applied ; and one, moreover, ouly to be applied when others fail. If
by exciting curiosity, by providmg suitable lessons, by praise, en-

couragement, or reward, the child can be led ta overcome what the
wfise man calls the " foolishness " which is bound up in b is heart-by
which I understand that want of consideration which leads to a kind
passive preference for ease and freedom over labour and neccessary
restraint-then there is no need to resort to the "rod of correc-
tion." But where those fail, this must be had recourse to. Thus
using the right of punishment, the master could no longer be
regarded as a mere tyrant. There need be no notion of " a con-
flict," an opposition, a "victini ;" nor do I believe that boys do, in
general, look upon punishment as an unnecessary inflicton. It is
but a part of the needful discipline of life : a stimulis to exertion,
acting when others have failed. What I wish to direct attention to
here is its affinity with other methods of inducing effort, whether it
be an effort of labour or of self-restraint. The teacher, as such
(and I have purposely avoided referring here ta his character as an

agent in the scholar's moral and religious training),must gain from
the pupil efforts which naturally he would iot make. Encourage-
ment and blame, rewards and punishments, are but instruments for
accomplishing this purpose, appealing to opposite susceptibilities.
The use of the one does not supersede the use or necessity of the
other. The teacher is rightly said to be to the scholar in loco par-
entis. 1 would rather say, in loco parentum ; for if he would dis-
charge his duty aright, and maintain, as lie ought to do, the affection
which parental government inspires, ho must combine the qualities
which characterize a wise father's and a tender mother's rule ; he
must be a rewarder of good not less than a reprover of evil, must
encourage as well as chasten, and all with that love which begets
love even in those who are corrected ; not in the spirit which stirs
up hatred or breeds contempt.-English Journal of Education.

2. ROD IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

How common the practice of whipping formerly was, even in
ladies' schools, may be gathered from the following parody on one of
Sappho's odes. It is addressed by a young lady to the Rod, with
which she had recently been corrected

C« urst a% the meanest wretclî iq suie,
Th'unliteky girl that's wiPPed . thea;
Who sees and feels thy stinxini rare,
Which naught but Time can e'er assuiage.--cots' ag. for 1717, p. 89.

I have heard an ancient relative of mine, now deceased, ray that

when she was at school at Salisbury (a first-rate establishment), she
saw two young ladies, aged respectively seventeen and eighteen,
undergo a severe whipping before the whole school for some act of

impropriety. The mistress herself officiated, .assisted by two of

her subordinates,-W. D., i Notes and Querie.

1868.J
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PENMANSHIP-ITS THEORY AND PRACTICE.

BY W. H. ELLSWORTH,

MATERIALS FOR WRITING.

It is but poor economy, at best, which furnishes materials of an in-
ferior quality for carrying on any of the arts; and, perhaps, there is
none in which it is oftener exhibited than the very firat in which
the young hand is to be practiced-the Art of Writing.

Writing materials should always be the best which can be procured,
and the practice of economy in their use should be inculcated upon
every pupil. They should always be of uniform quality throughout
the class, and if possible, be selected by the teacher. They may be
distributed by persons appointed for that particular purpose, and
should always be under the charge and supervision of the teacher.

To aid in the selection of proper materials, the necessary qualities
which they should posess are here briefly enumerated :

1. Pens: Metalic pens have now generally superseded the quill for
common use.

Their general introduction has dispensed with a vast amount of
unprofitable labor, in making and mending pens, and thereby effect-
ed a great saving of valuable time to teachers, enabling them to su-
perintend and instruct their classes in a much more thorough and
efficient manner.

Pens have been made of every kind of metal, yet nothing seems
better adapted to the purpose than steel. Although gold pens have
a great advantage over steel, in point of durability and fiexability,
yet their quality of mark is generally inferior and lifeless. The ap-
pearance of the work of the gold differs from that of the steel pen as
the oil painting differs from the steel engraving. . The marks of the
one are spread upon the surface, and the other cut into it.

Steel pens are made of nearly every conceivable shape, but those
which are plain and semi-cylindrical are the best. The points should
not be two fine and sharp for beginners, but should rather be firm
and even, making a uniform and clear mark at all times.

Pen Holders : The plainest, lightest, wooden holder, not exceed-
ing six inches in length, is the best. Never use a holder which is
heaviest at its upper end. The clasp which holds the pen should be
simple yet firm, holding it immovable while writing yet capable of
being easly freed from broken or worn out pens. Pen wipers should
be supplied by the pupil. A piece of black cloth, of any shape, will
answer.

2. Ink is the most troublesome material used lu witing. It is es-
pecially so with beginners, and from its peculiar nature requires the
greatest caution in its management. Any discovery which might en-
able us to dispense with its use would do as much toward advancing
the art of writing as the invention of steel pens has already done.
As yet, however, it seems impossible to find any universal substitute,
and we must patiently await the progress of discovery and the other
arts. .

Black ink only should be allowed in a writiug class. It is of all
shades and qualities, but that only should be procured which flows
freely,is nearest black when first used, and will not change its color
or spread under the surface after being applied. The depth of ink in
the stands should never exceed three fourths of an inch, and fresh
ink, or a little water, should be added as it is used or evaporated.
The stands be kept free from sediment by washing and renewing the
ink when necessary, and should never be left open. In taking ink
upon the pen, never let it touch the stand, or dip il above the "mall hole
.n the pen.

This rule carefully observed,will save a great many blots and
inky fingers.

3. Paper : With large classes, paper in the form of books is most
conveniently managed. Books with engraved copy headings are in
very general use, but many excellent teachers prefer the copy upon
a separate slip to be laid upon the blank book or paper. Both
methods have their advantages and disadvantages. In either case,
the pupil should be supplied with a separte sheet to be used as trial
paper for the pen, copy, or such exercise as may be given by the
teacher. Letter paper, large size, is best for this purpose.

Blotting paper is an essential material, and should always be sup-
plied to every pupil. The common red paper should be procured,
cut into pieces a little larger than the hand, and distributed with the
injunction to never touch it with a pen.

Having thus spoken of the varions requisites of writing materials,
we will again mention the articles with which every pupil should be
supplied before attempting to write

. Peu, Holder, and Pen Wiper. 2. Ink.
3. Writing, Blotting, and Trial Papers.

V.gaptu o ongrarictl duration.
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BLOTTING.

Row to Prevent Blots, and HIow to Brase them. Blots are nearly
always the result of careless handling of the pen, filled with ink, and
are universally considered the indication of carelessness or slovenly
habits. Indeed, the firat indications of advancement in the art of
writing among beginners, is the absence of these unsightly stains,
together with a general appearence of neatness and order in their
work. To prevent blots, do not take too much ink upon the pen at
once, and never allow yourself to hold the pen in your mouth, or
carelessly by the end of the holder.

But as blots will sometimes occur, even with the utmost care, it is
important to know how to erase theme in the best manner.

Firat : Take your blotting paper and lay it lightly upon the blot.
Do not press upon it, or lift it till the ix¶k is all absorbed.

Second: Then change the paper to a new place, and rub it over
the blot. Leave the spot until the ink is dry.

Third: When thoroughly dry, take a knife or ink eraser, and
scrape it lightly until all color is removed, after which rub the spot
with the handle of the knife, or eraser, until smooth and hard. You
can then write over it if necessary.

Never put blotting paper upon your writing if you can wait for it
to dry, as the color is much better if all the ink is left in the marks.

HINTS AND DIRECTIONS FOR CONDUCTINo WRITING CLASSES.

The plan here presented for conducting classes, renders writing an
eminently concert exercise. Such a plan, strictly carried out, must
prove beneficial to the pupils as a discipline, and will commend
itself to every teacher who desires complete system and order in each
exercise of the school room.

This plan is adopted by the author in his own teaching, and has
given the utmost satisfaction to every one who witnessed its work-
ings. This, or a similar plan, adapted to the circumstances, can-
not be too strongly reommended for adoption in every school in which
writing is taught.

Each pupil should be furnished with the requisite materials, after
which the following directions should be given by the teacher, and
practiced by the class, until every pupil understands exactly the
position to take though the number of the direction only is spoken,
or indicated by a stroke of the bell.

The least violation should be noticed and reproved, and the whole
gone over and over again, until it is performed with military
precision. Let the teacher's motto be, "Begin to write aright;" and
as good writing itself is made up of the observance of apparently
trifling things, let not strict order and discipline be laid aside for a
single moment, if he would succeed. Difficulties and obstacles will
doubtless be encountered, and the advantages of this over the com-
mon method may not at first be apparent; but all difficulties and
obstacles will disappear, and thegood results will be rendered certain
and satisfactory, if the work be undertaken with deteýmination.

Before commencing, each pupil should lay the pen upon the front
of the desk, and place the book in the middle of the desk, parallel
with the front edge. Then sit erect, and fold the hands ready to
obey.

Signal 1. Sit directly forward until the body touches the edge of
the desk, keeping it straight and erect. At the same time place the
left hand upon the desk, in such a way that the forearn is parallel
with its edges, and the fingers touch the book; then drop the right
arm by the side.

Signal 2. Place the right hand upon the inkstand.
Signal 3. Open inkstands.
Signal 4. Touch books.
Signal 5. Open books.
Signal 6. Touch pens.
Signal 7. Take ink.
Signal 8. Adjust the pen, arm, &c., ready for.
Signal 9. Write.
At closing, the following directions may be observed:
Signal 1. Wipe pens.
Signal 2. Lay up pens.
Signal 3. Touch inkstands.
Signal 4. Close inkstands.
Signal 5. Sit back (as at opening).
Signal 6. Monitors arise.
Signal 7. Collect pens.
Signal 8. Touch books (the class).
Signal 9. Close books.
Signal 10. Collect books.
It is of the utmost importance that the whole class write after the

same copy at the same time. This enables a single teacher to super-
intend a class as large as can be assembled in any room, and impart
any instruction, by means of the blackboard, in all the general
features pertaining to the leoson, as effectually as to a dozen. The
special attexntion and instruction needed by each pupil can be im-



parted by assistants, each having charge of a single section of the purpose, on the day of the competition; also a fee of Twelve and
clas, and passing around to each individual, as in the ordinary way; a half cents, to be applied to raisig the funds for the prizes.
at the same time illustrating and enforcing the general directions. There will be a Committee chosen, to consist of the Supennten-

In order to make up for the differences of speed among the writers dents of the varions schools, the Grainmar Sehool Masters and three
and keep them together, each pupil should be provided with a blank other Gentlemen, chosen by the Teachers on the day of competition.
trial book, or sheet of paper. There will be two prizes to be conpeted for by the teachers of the

Then let the whole class be brought together at the begining of Common Schools, and Teachers competing for these prizes will be
every page, by requiring those who have finished the previous one required to pay a fee of Twenty-five cents.
to write upon the trial paper, until permission is given to commence The books used for examination will be LoveWs &hol Geography
a new page. and Sulivan's Spelling Book; and the Exanining Comittee wil

In this way, pages written by the class during the absence of mem- confine themselves to these in their questions.
bers, will be left blank, and must be omitted until the lesson for the It is desirable that ail Teachers to whoni this circular is sent,
day is accomplished. Back pages may then be written up, instead should enter into this plan heartily, and (Io al they can to carry it
of using the trial paper. throughsuccessfully, go that it may be a benefit to the schools, and

Thus, it will be seen, no pupil need remain idle for a moment ;excite in the pupils a desire to excel in the branches for which prizes
there is no inducement for those disposed to hurry beyond the are offered.
average speed of the class, as they can gain nothing by it ; while the It is proposed to hold the meeting in Scotland, on Monday, 2lst
slow are urged forward. December, at Mr. Pilkey's Hall-to commenee precisely at ten

Before beginning a new copy, the whole or the most important o'clock, A. M.

part of it should be written upon the blackboard, and the attention Teachers to whom this Circular is sent, are requested to reply at
of the whole class directed to it, while the teacher explains the once, and state if they will give their assistance in carrying out the
lesson it is intended to convey ; analyzes the new or difficult letters, undertaking.
referring each letter to the class to which it belongs, the principle Lt is earnestly hoped that ail the Teachers will exert themselves
and manner of its formation ; dwelling particularly upon its character- in forwarding this plan, and induce as many of their scholars as
istie portion, and anticipating common errors in its formation ; the possible to enter into competition for the prize.
whole interspersed with frequent interrogations, reviewing pre-
vious instruction.

No teacher who prizes success should allow the interest of the Prize, $4 ; Second, $3 ; Third, $2 ; Fourth, $1.
writing exercise to flag for a moment ; for when the interest in any Geography,-First Prize, $4; Second, $3; Third, $2; Fourth,
exercise is gone, all benefit is likewise gone. Life and energy should $1.
characterize the writing hour, and the teacher should throw Teachers' Prizes in hoth 3pelling aid Ueography,-First Prize, $6
into it extra exertion to relieve it from the monotony which i Second, $4.
apt to characterize it. For this reason a morning hour is preferable F. S. HAIGlT, M.A.
for writing. More can be accomplished by this method in thirty or
forty minutes than by the old method in an hour ; while the work- IW Teachers will address F. S. HÂIOHT, SCOTLÂND, stating how
ing energies of a class cannot be profitably kept up for a longer many df their pupils will probably compete for any of the prizes.
period without relaxation. Scotland, V. C., tetober bth., 1863.

We have already occupied mucli valuable space in the Journal, and
fear we may have taxed the patience of its editor and some of its
readers. The subject however, is still far from exhausted ; but if VI.
we have succeeded in convincing teachers and superintendents of its

extent and importance as a school study, and in awakening in any
degree the spirit of philsophic inquiry in relation to it, we shall feel 1. THE SOHOOL AT THE FIRESIDE.
satisfied. Such as may desire to persue the subject further, are re- Now that teachers are asking each other what they can do to
ferred to the " Text Book on Penmanship, Punctuation and Letter improve the reading of their acholars, I would urge them to consider
Writing," from which these articles have beeri counpiled. whether they sufficiently encourage those whom they teacd to read at

2. A PLEA FOR THE TEACHING OF DRAWING.

The sense of sight is, of all the senses, the one by and through
which we learn most and learn best, and the one which is most
capable of improvement by cultivation. It therefore plainly f ollows
that, in any scheme of education, some provision should be made
for the cultivation of the eye.

Now, drawing is the direct education of the eye, and, like reading,
writing, and arithmetic, it ought to find a place in our time-tables
on account of its very great general usefuliess, and not because of
its special usefulness in certain occupations. Such a knowledge of
drawing as may easily be given to the pupils of our common schools
has the following advantage : 1. It educates the eye, giving it com-
pleteness and accuracy of perception, and so increase its power that
the knowledge obtained through it is acquired and remembered with
more ease and exactness. 2. It improves the peumanship. 3. It
is a kind of ocular arithmetic, useful not only in particular trades,
but also in the ordinary affairs of life. 4. It gives command of a
new and universal language. 5. It improves the taste, and is a
pleasant and refining occupation for leisure-hours. 6. It is a fruit-
ful and inexhaustible source of innocent pleasure. 7. By leading
to the study, admiration, and reverence of the works of nature, it
tends directly to the glory of God.

" Senex " implies that the requirements of the Revised Code will
not allow us time to teach drawing ; but in this I cannot agree with
him. It is easily taught ; the children are fond of it ; and one good
lesson per week, an hour long, or, better still, two short lessons of
half an hour each, will be sufficient to secure the above-naned
advantages.-(D.) in English National Society Monthly Paper.

3. COMPETITION FOR SCHOOL PRIZES.
The Trustees of the Scotland Grammar School, offer the following

Prizes, to be competed for by the pupils of the Common Schools
of Scotland and vicinfity.

Regulations.-All pupils who wish to compete for the prizes are
required to send ijx their names to the Coanittee chosen for the

home aloud by their firesides to their parents.
Iii the upper ranks of society children are constantly reading tales,

dialogues, and famiiar sketches in words to teir mothers and gov-
ernesses; and in this way they acquire a familiarity with words ard
a fluency of expression which, except in a few cases, you vainly seek
for among poor children. I believe that the braii of a poor child is
not different in form, size, and quality from that of a ricli child at its
birth, and therefore that we must point to some species of training
which the rich child passes through to account for thaf intelligence
in certain things which it displays in a superior degree when compared
with a poor child. This training is its constant habit of reading
lively books aloud to its parents and governesses; that it is training,
and nothing else, is manifest from this consideration, that in certain
matters in which the poor child lias training and the rich child lias
none, the poor child is vastly more intelligent than the rich one. In
all those stern realities of life which are constantly staring the poor
in the face, and which the rich do not experience,-in the getting
bread and meat, in the providing for the day that is passing over
them,-the children of the poor display an amount of sharpness of
intellect which is not found among the children of the rich.

If what has here been advanced is true, the greater intelligence of
the children of the rich must be due to reading ; wherefore it should
be the aim of teachers to encourage their scholars to read at the fire-
side, and thus to establish schools upon the hearths of the homes of
the young whom they are privileged to instruct.

If our forefathers, who paid sixpence for a newspaper consisting of
two small leaves or four pages, could rise from their graves, how
great would be their surprise at the cheapness of books and periodi-
cals, which are issued by tons' weight from the press! The printing-
press is now the greatest of the world's wonders. The children in our
schools may buy with a penny literature which our fore fathers ne ver
dreamed of. It should be the aim of teachers to encourage in their
scholars a love of reading at home.

Experience proves that the last thing which children think of is
the purchasing of books and cheap periodicals. but that wlen they
once got into the habit of reading, it is the last thing which they
willingly give up.-A FRIEND TO SCHooLs AT TiE FmSiDEîrF, in Eng.
Nat, Soc. M. .Paper.
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2. THE SCHOOL IN THE HOUSE. selves with roference largely to this work,will soon be swept away by
Every family is a school. Ail its members are teachers, all are the tide and current of an advancing humanity.-Phila. Ledger.scholars. Without text-book ail study, and by instinct ail learn.

Looks, smiles, frowns, caresses, reproaches, shrugs, words, deeds,
make up daily household lessons, from which each learner derives 4. MAKE YOUR HOME PLEASANT.first impressions ; next convictions; and then character. What the A child may as easily he led to associate pleasure with home ideas
school in the house should be, may often be best known by noticing A thid ma is i necto oit hea home ides
what it is ntot. If domestic courtesy, and famnily politeness, and; as to think of it mn connection with the home of his playmates.whatit ~ 'ot.If ometiccoutesy an failypobenea, îidC ertainiy, if ailowed to do so, ho can as- readiy conneot happinessmutual forbearance, and a considerable patience, and befitting love Cetaey, if alowedtondoso, e ca as radily onnec hiness
are not in the house, there will be in their stead, rudeness and sel- ith parent, brouthers, and sisters, as with those of other ki And
fishness, and impatience and strife. These last are scorpions whose a child will do so unless happiness and pleasure when he cals for
deadly venomn is sure destruction of domestie peace, concord and il emuner the parental roof, respond " Not at home!" Ail home
happiness. Christian parents, you are teachers at home !Let o pictures should be bright ones. The domestic hearth should be
children leatri what practical piety is from the benignity of your clean and joyous.

and the blamelessness of your If home life is well-ordered, the children having, according to age,
work-time, play-time, games and household sympathies, they will
love and find pleasure there.

Give the little ones slates and pencils, and encourage their attempts3. THE EDUCATION OF CHILDREN EDUCATES THE to make pictures. Drawing will amuse thein when noisy plays havePARENTS. lost their zest or are unseasonable, and the art will be useful to them
We often speak of the manner in which we educate our children, in ail the business of after life. Have them read to each other

but how seldom do we think of the degree and ways in which our stories and paragraphs of your selection, and save the funny things
children educate us. Yet quite clearly is oi une great part of the (le- and the pleasant ones you see in papers and books, to read them at
sign of children and of the family relationship to exert just this re- your leisure. You cannot imagine how inuch it will please themu,
flex influence, and mould the characters of the parents while they and how it will bind them to you. But choose well for them, for
are moulding the characters of the next generation. One of the ilost the impression made on their minhs now will last when the hills
palpable illustrations of this is the extent to which children exert an crumble. Have them sing together, and sing with them, teaching
influence in forming the famniliar speech of the familv. Max Miller themn songs and hymns. Let therm sing ail day, like the birds, at all
has shown in his wonderful lectures on language, that it is the com- proper tines. Have theni mutuallv interested in the saine things,mon people who think least, that form the bulk of any langnage. amusements, and occupations, having specified times for each, so
Their modes of speech and pronounciatiou are imbedded and embalhn- that their habits will be orderily. Let thei work together-kniting
ed in the idions, phrases and newly coined words and growth of a and sewing-both boys and girls. They enjoy it equally unless the
language far more comipletely than those of the more cultivated and boys are taught that it is unmanly to understand girls' work. They
refined classes. Children however, exert a far more practical influ- slould know how to do it, and practically, too, as thereby they may
ence in the formation of the language of the famiily circle thai even avoid much discomfort in future life. Let them work together in
this. Words work their way iipupards from the l2 wer to the higher the garden-boys and girls--both need out-of-doorwork. Together
degree of intelligence far more frequently than persons generally let themn enjoy their games, riddles, all their plays, books, and work,
suppose, just as water is boiled by putting the fire under and not while the parents' eyes direct and sympathize, and blend In loving
above the fluid, because of the law by which heated fluids become accord. Have the children do sont little things, daily, for your
lighter, and rise, carrying the heat up with them. Perhaps Adan cAl- personal confort ; let then see that it gives you pleasure, and that
ed his wife Eve i.e. "mother," just as many fathers now tius cal ou depend on then for the service. This will attach them to you
their wives "<mother" or "manma" in imitation of the lanuaage of more strvngly ; and if they feel responsibility, even in matters of
the children. The effort of a parent to communicate ideas to his child themselves trivial, and are sure of your sympathy, their affetions
leads him to try and simplify those ideas as much as possible, and use and jovs will cluster around the home hearth.
the language in which the least intelligent can at once comprehend Chiidren like to be useful ; it makes them happy. Su give them
them, and first give back the impression made by the new thought. work-time as well as play-time. But, in any case, and in all cases
How many words and phrases are there in every language and every give them symnpathy. Express love for them.-Sundaey School
fanily that have arisen thus out of the famlly jargon. Teachers' Magazine.

That is a great change which Providence produces in the relations,,
of husband and wife, to the rest of the world and evein to each other,
through the education of children. The Great Author of existence
draws very near to themn in the birth of their first child, and seems ^ '~^^^
to say to each of them as the daughter of Pharaoh said to the mother 1. WINTER EVENTNGS AND NIGHT SCHOOLS INof Moses, "Take this child and educate it for me, and I will give CITIES AND TOWNS.thee wa2es," It 2ives to the life of those parent- a new and higher Wint
impulse and ambition. The education of the children by degrees cussion the ainaement of night schools in vig and in towns.
unites those two in a new and higher wedlock, a oneness of piPose- No person whu reads these lin s donbts the importance of such
and a train of new duties, ont of themselves, ont of each other, ont sehools as means of cstiiing the ed cation of those yoths of both
of the whole world besides, but ail centering in their children. Their sexes wmo have left the weuk-da sehools to engage in the atfte oflanguage, their habits of life, their relations to the outside word have bef the pri -ay schold not m et their se-become~~~~~~~~~ bydgre uiescodrymter n alae sensild - e. Ti eing, their primary use, we should not forgethis-mole dy degrees qite secondary atters, and ail are seusibly condary use, which is to afford a little education to those who havemouded and colforned iost condescendingly (not to the wishes and never had any. Many difficulties attend the management of nightwants ut the children if the parents are wise), but to their sub- schools ; but we suspect that they have heen unmecessaily magni-stantial interests. fied, and that there really is only one difBlculty which need engageThis new life on which the parents thus enter, is in fact, also, a serions attention, namely, the finding teachers to conduet suchnew and higher course of education for themselves, if rightly schools. This difficulty, we think, is smaller than it formerly was.viewed ; one having higher and hoher rewards than any other on Firstly, it is seldomu that the rent of a room in which to hold theearth, with comforts for old age in the returning affection of the night school falls as a charge. In ninety cases ont of a hundred theyoung life which thus becomes the supporting staff of age, and the room in which the week-day school is kept is available for the night
hope of ail f tture ages here on this broad, beautiful, and ever pro- school ; and in a parish in which there is not a week day school-gressive world of ours. While time lats, no truely parental aim and room, a room of some kind nay generally be found. We have knowneffort become lost, but ail bear fruits in the great future of the comn- a barn with a common stove in it to be used on winter nights, anding ages of this earth. Ail the cares and auxieties which children give one of the best nîight schools we have ever seen was held in a latin-in their mnfancy and youth, ail the pains and diseases they suffer, and dry at a parsonage ; another was held in the kitchen of a rectory,all the deaths of those who die young, are in truth the processes of another in a harness-room, and another in the vestry of a chutrch.a gigantic, broad and generous systemn of education, through which The old proverb, " Where there is a will there is a way," is appli-the Great Author of Beimg is instructing and discipling parents for cable here. Finding a room is seldom a diffliculty.the great work of making and mouîlding the future men and womnen Copy-books, a black- board, slates, and reading-books, are articleswho shal survive on the earth, into a nobler, better, more powerful, indispensable to the management of night schools ; and we have nîowand more refined race than those of the present. to see how these may be obtained. If there is a week-day schoolTihose who contribute in any way to this great work, whether hy the reading-books used therein may be eniployed in the night school'labouring or meekly suffering for it, shall not lote their reward. But 1 and if there is not a week-day school, small books written expresslythose who by their own incorrigible selfishness will give up none of for evening schools may be purchased, for example, at the Nationaltheir favorite habits, or mould their courses, and so educate them- Society's Depositary for a few shillings. If the Bible is read, the
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scholars might be encouraged to bring their own Bibles. It is de- m

sirable to encourage them to buy from the Superintendent of the b

school even their own reading-books ; certainly they should buy o
their copy-books. A black-board and slates might be found for the t

use of the entire school at the cost of a few shillings.
The best type of a night sehool is that which is self-supporting.-

A short time ago we were speaking to the incunbent of a London w

parish whose efforts in furtherance of education have justly gained c

for him great praise, but whose parish, or rather whose late parish, o
is the abode of the lowest population in London, socially, morally, j
and intellectually, in fact, mizratory costermongers living in squalid

riens less clean and comfortable than the dwelling places of her Ma- I

jesty's pigst "'wiich," said the incumbent, "e I had the lionor to

visit sonie timie ago.' But even in this parish, hopeless to ail ap- o

pearance, niglt schools were attended by lads and men out of those t

squalid dens ; and these night schools were self-supporting, their ex- i

penses being entirely defrayed by the school fees. The fact is, in win-

ter evenings time is heavy on the hands of men and lads ; theyknow t

not how to spend it agreeably ; and to them, therefore, the night
school comes as a welcome relief.

The chief, nay the only difficulty is to find teachers for night
schools. Under the Old Code of the Committee of Council, a mas- i

ter who had pupil-teacliers to educate was prohibited from teaching
in a night school, or indeed from undertaking any evening employ-
ment of a scholastic kind on his private account. These restrictions
no longer appear in the Revised Code : so that if teachers desire to

devote their wYinter evenings to the instruction of pupils in night-
schools, there is nothing in the Code to prevent their doing this.-
Hence it is less difficult to find teachers for night schools than it for-
murly was.

The assistance rendered by ladies in managing night schools is

most valuable. We have seen a large class of roungli countryien
and lads tauglit very efficiently by a young lady ; and ber pupils have
derived an amount of interest from her lessons, and a degree even
of " polish " or reflueinent fron her in1fluence, which the incum-

bent, his curates, and the scliooliaster put together, could not have

imparted. And if any young lady exercising charity, and with it

commiuon sense. the parent of " tact," can nake up lier mind to de

vote a part of her winter evenings to the good work of iistructing
those whose lot in life is less favourable than ber own, she may be
assured that in her labour of love she will not go without success and
a blessing.

The most popular lesson in a night school is the writing lesson,
and for this reason it will bu well to make it the first lesson, as a

means of induicing the scholars to coine early : they 'lo not like to
miss their writing lesson. Every effort should be made to inpart
interest and liveliness to the work of the night school, and towards
this end tales should be selected out of reading-books as the reading
lessons of the senior classes. Tales of adventure are always interest.

ing. The last ten or fifteen minutes in the eveninîg night be spent
in reading alond to the classes a short tale, such as Harry and A r-

chie, or a Trap to catch a Siinbeam,, or some of the simpler papers

'puhlished in Pleasant Hours. A short lecture about Captain Cook,
or Dr. Livingstone, or Robert Stephenson, or any other celebrated

personage, wouli frequently be an agrecable mode of closing the
work of the evening. Of course the business of every night school
should be begun and ended with prayer. A Bible lesson is not nec-
ebsary everv evening. Twice a week, when there is a good attend-
ance, would be sufficient for such a lesson.-English National
Society's Monthly Paper.

2. EVENING SCHOOLS.

It may be questioned whether eveninîg schools have received the
attention they deserve as a part of our system of elementary educa
tion. Their importance is manifold. Without being intended or
calculated to supersede day-school instruction, they are specially
valnable as supplementary to it. The early age at which children
leave the day school is an evil best mitigated by means of the even-
ing sclool. Where the former does ait exist, the organization of
the latter not unfrequently developes the necessity, and issues in
the establisbnent of a day school.

For the information and guidance of those satisfied of the im-
portance of the subject, but who may be deterred from entering
upon this fori of benevolent action, either from doubt whether the
suitable agency is at hand, or from ignorance of the best method of
procedire, we propose to offer some suggestions, and to lay down
some general principles. It is assumed that a suitable place for
such a school can be obtained without much diffIculty ; tha.t there
exists some degree of preparation for, and symîîpathy with, the
movement ; and that an agency more or less efficient is available.
This last, though of first importance, will not supersede the necessity
for attention to the following general principles. .

The Meeting. of the school shokid not be tôo fréquent. Twice, or gt

ost thrice in the week, for two hours at a time, will, in most cases,
e found sufficient. It is better to create a demand than in the
utset to supply to satiety. The attendance will be more regular,
he interest more likely to be sustained,-and these are ii any
chool, especially in an evening school, elements essential to success.
Alnost the only instances in which four meetings in the week
ould be warranted are-where the numbers attending require
lassification, where there are separate classes for males and females,
r the attainments of the learners jnstify an extension of the sub-
ects taught, so as to embrace geography, granmar, or history.

Due consideration must be giveu to seasons aî d circunistances.
ndeed the eveming school may be said to have its "season." From
Michaelmas to March or April will usually be found the most or
nly suitable time for this class of effort. It is better far to set
hese limits than to continue with diminished nunbers and declining
nterest. An occasional and temporary break is sometimes expe-
lient, and tends to revive drooping attention. Where it is possible
o intersperse public or class readings or recitations on appropriate
ubjects, considerable advantàge will arise, especially if members of

the classes are at all competent to take part. Judgment and expe-
rience are requîred to render this plan really effective. Lt should
not be regarded as the end in view, but used as an incentive to
diligence and perseverence.

A paynent should, in atl cases, be required of the scholars. It is
a common observation in relation to education that what is freely or
too cheaply obtained is lightly esteemed, and this remark applies
with full force to evening school instruction. Weekly payments
are to bu preferred to nightly, and as in the day school, these should
be made in advance. As a rule, the amount of payment should not
be less than 2d. por week, and where higher branches are included,
even 3d. or 4d. might not, in some districts, be considered too much.
Localities differ, but we are prepared to contend for the principle
of some charge, even where the services of the teachers are gratui-
tous, and the expenses consequently trifflng. There are, lm such
cases, obvious methods of appropriating the amounts so received for
the benefit of the contributors.

The principal teachers must possess some power of control. Order
is in the school a means to an end. Without it there can be no
satisfac ory or effective teaching. To maintain it is often a practical
difficulty. Where the eveming school is an appendage to the day
school, or is conducted by a trained teacher, no0 difficulty on this
point will exist. Hence the value of snch an agency. Nor less so,
in the solution and ajustment of collateral questions, such as the
age of admission, the separation or otherwise of the sexes, the most
suitable subjects of instruction, and the best methods of classifica-
tion.

One of the professed objects of the Revised Code is to give en-
couragement to the establishment of evening schools by offering
pecuniary aid, based upon and regulated by the results of an exam-
ination conducted by her Majesty's Inspector, im conjunction with
that of the day school. The limitations and reqirements are-(a),
that the scholars be above twelve years of age ; (b), that the time of
instruction be not less than one hour and a half at each evening
meeting of the schools ; (c), that the scholars in the- evening school
pass an examination by her Majesty's Inspector, according to the
standard prescribed for the day schools.

The money grant consists of 2s. 6d. per scholar, according to the
average number in attendance througlont the year at the evening
meetings of the school and for every scholar who has attended more
than twenty-four evening meetings of the school, 5s., subject to ex-
amination. These sums nay be claimed by the managers of the
school) but for every scholar for whom the 5s. is claimed, who fails
to satisfy the Inspector on examination, the sum of is. 8d. for such
failure in reading, 1. 8d. for failure in writing, and ls. 8d. for
failure in arithmetic is forfeited.

The pecuniary value of the plan will depend upon circunistances
over which the teachers and managers have no control. The visit
of the Inspetor may occur'in the summer, when the school does
not meet ; there may be unwillingness on the part of the learners
to go through the ordeal of an examination ; by some the standard
prescribed may be regarded as too elementary ; by others, as expos-
ing them to invidious reflections and renarks. Should these or
other obstacles be found to thwart the object designed, sone modi-
fications of the plan will be reqired. Meanwhile, we hope and
believe that the subject will engage the earnest muterest and prompt
attention of those teachers and committees who may lave overlooked
or under-estimated so important a means for the instruction of their
poorer or more ignorant neighbours.-English Educational xecord
for October.

3. COLLEGIATE EVENING CLASSES.
Profemor Leone Levi, King's College, London, lately addressed

a meeting in the Council Chambers, Edinburgh, on the succeas of
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collegiate evening classes in London, with a view of suggesting the very brilliant oratorical displays, but ho introduced some useful
adoption of similar classes in Scotland. The Lord Provost occupied reasures of law reform. in 1831 rdLyndhurst was one of the
the chair. Professor Levi said that on bis arrival in London in strongest opponeiits of the Reform Bil in the House of Lords; and
1852, he had succeeded in obtaining the permission of the Council in May th, 1832, lie carried in the committee on the bu, a post-
of King's College to give evenuig courses of lectures upon coin- ponement of the disfranchisement clauses, which the supporters of
merce and commercial law. The classes had been from the very the measure regarded as the sign of a determination to reject that
first well attended. The success of this single class had encouraged part of it. The Ministry of Lord Grey immediately resigned; but
the authorities of King's College to extend the operations in this the Bouse of Commons declared, by a large majority, its determi-
direction, and the secretary afterwards proposed that a regular nation to stand by the bil, and the Ministry too, and dissatisfactjon
department should be formed for instruction in the evening in every began to show itsclf in an alarming shape. li this criPis Lord
branch of science. The Professor acquiesced, and all the branches Lyndhurst was intrusted by the King wlth the formation of a Tory
of science were opened in the college for the reception of young Ministry, composed of persons who were not unwilling to concede
men. The college was one of the largest ain London. They had soie portions of reforn. Re was forced, however, to abandon the
about 600 day students, and they had a school munhering 600 or task after a few (ays of unsuccessful effort. Bis Lordship was in
700, so that that Made 1300 actually receiving their education the habit of reviewing the work of each session in masterly speeches,
there. They had a large staff of professors, lecturers, and teachers; replete with the severest sarcasm. The attacks wbich he made on
they had a noble library, and halls and class-rooins ma abundance the Whig Governient, in these speeches, are not yet forzotten.
and all these were thrown open in the evening to the young men in After bis retireuent from office in 1846 be acted the part of an
the city of London. The trial had succeeded adniraldy. There exalted a impartial crîtic of the measures brought forward by
were two sessions-a winter and a summer. The principal part, Liberals and Conservatives alike, though he lent Lord Derby a
however, was the winter session. The classe,; were open to all, and stronger support than was deemed probable from bis antecedents lu
the only condition was that the young men should bring a letter of office as the colleagne of Canning and Sir Robert Peel. He was a
introduction from some gentleman who was known, as a guarantee for warm advocate of the war with Russia, made a masterly exposition
their good conduct. The great advantage the King's Colle2e classes of the policy of Prissia in 1855, and denouncec the peace concluded
afforded over the previous evening classes for young men, or ti at Paris ini1856 as a virtual capitulation on the part of England.
Society of Arts' examination and other effoirts il that direction, had Iii lus old ae he contiaued one of the Most attractive speakers of
been that the young men attending these classes could inatriculate the fouse of Lords. Wben he spoke on an important question the
in the college, and could thereby become members of the King's fouse ws crowded. Though not one of the flrst of English orators,
College, London, and could thus be prepared to go forth for degrees. bis style of speaking was very captivating: his voice was one of the
A man in this way could attend during the day to his occupation, most clear and musical, while the clearness of bis diction and the
and if he had a taste for study, he could advance two things at the chaste elegance of his style were Most remarkable. He frequently
same tirne; he could get bis livelihood from his daily work, and at made allusions to classical literature, but they were always ia good
the sanie time prepare himself for a future career in somîe other taste and applicable to the subject. Hiade a very forcible speech
profession. -The M1useum. on tes"uTrent aflaire" a d we are ot aware that aspoke oafter-

wardsnthe fouse of Lords.-Leader
VIII.i y 1 , a d hmInin h h d cekMetntMc.a3rco

No. 40.-THE RIGHT HON. LORD LYNDHURST.
The Nestor of the House of Lords, as he used to be called, is

dead. The Right Hon. John Singleton Copley, F.R.S., ).C.L.,
was born in Boston, Massachusetts, May 21, 1772, dying at the
advanced age of 91 years. He was a son of the artist Co-pley, went
with his mother and sisters to England when he was three years
old, and was educated at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took
his B. A. degree in 1794 as Second Wrangler and Smith's junior
Mathematical Prizeman. He was at first intended for " the
Church," but having been elected a Fellow of his College in 1797,
he resolved to follow the law, and entered hinself as a studeit at
Lincoln's Iun Hlaving been also appointed "travelling bachielor"
lie visited the United States and Canada in the lattert part of the
last century. He returned to England in 1798, and was called to
the bar in 1804. le laboured assiduously at the practice of his
profession, and became the acknowledged leader of the Midland
circuit. In 1817 he was brought permanently into notice by cthe
part which le took in connexion with Sir Charles Wetherell, il the
trial and successful defeince of Watson and Thistlewood for hioli
treason. So popular did his defence of these men become that tie
walls of Loudon were extensively placarded with the words " Copley
and Liberty." His political opinions in early life were liberal, but
lie entered Parliament in 1818 under Tory auspices. The sanie
year hlie became Solicitor General in the Liverpool A dministration,
and in 1823 was raised to the Attorney Generalship, which was
rendered vacant by the elevation of Sir R. Gifford to the Mastership
of the Rolls and a peerage. lu 1820 lie assisted in managing the
trial of Queen Carolinîe by the House of Lords. In 1826 he was
ret#ried as a colleague of Lord Palmerston to represent the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, and a few months later was made Master of
the Rolls. In 1827 he opposed the Catholie Emancipation, but
accepted the Chancellorship soon afterwards on the retirement of
Lord Eldon. On the 27th of April of this year he was created
Baron Lyndhurst of Lyndhurst. He retained the Great Seal until
November, 1830, when he retired with the Ministry of the Duke of
Wellingtonî. ln 1831, however, he was appointed by Earl Grey,
despite his political opinions, Chief Baron of the Court of Excequer,
which he retained until the return of his party to power in Novem-
ber, 1834, when he was re-appointed to the Clancellorship by Sir
R obert Peel. He again resigned the Great Seal in the April fol.
lowing ; but was appointed a third time, in 1841, to the sanie high
office, which he held until the advent of Lord John Russell to power
in 184l, since which date le has been free from the cares of office.

Althoulgh at first opposing the Catholic emancipation hill, he
found occasion to change his views on the subject, and in 1827 sùtp-
ported the measure. His official career was marked by but few

No. 41.-THE MOST REV. ARCHBISHOP WHATELY, D.D.
The telegraph brings us intelligence of the death of the celebrated

Dr. Richard Whately, one of the most eminent theologians and
writers upon political economny anid logic of modern times. He was
son of the Rev. Dr. Wlhately of Norwich Park, Surrey, and was
bor in 1787, being at the time of bis death about 76 years of age.
He was educated at Oriel College, Oxford, of whieh, in 1819, he was
elected a Fellow. The college of Oriel is famous for having sent out
some of the greatest thinkers of which English Churchmen of the
present generation may boast, such as Dr. Arnold, Dr. Copleston,
Dr. J. I. Newman and the subject of this sketch. Whately was
appointed to read the Bampton Lectures in 1822, in which year he
accepted the rectory of Halesworth, in Suffolk, value £450 per
annum. In the contest which took place in the University when
Sir Robert Peel appealed to bis learned constitutents upon the
Catholic Question, Whately voted for the right honorable baronet.
lu 1830 he was appointed President of St. Alban's Hall, and Pro-
fessor of Political economy ; and in 1831 he was made Archbishop
of Dublin and Bishop of Glendelagh. The Diocese of Kildare was
subsequently added to bis charge. He published a considerable
ununber of theological writings, consisting of sermons and charges;
all marked by a desire to place religion on a simple and scriptural
basis, and in barmony with man's intellectual nature. In the ad-
ininistration of his oflice he displayed a uniform liberality, and was
a constant promoter of the National system of education in Ireland.
He wrote voluminously. His style is aphoristic and luminous, and
bis reasoning severe. For the Encyclopedia Metropolitana le wrote
his two celebrated works, The Elements of Logic and The Elements
of lihetoric, which have been oftener reprinted than any similar
works. Besides a large number of eloquent sermons and charges to
his clergy, he wrote "Essays on some of the dangers of Christian
Faith," " Introductory Lectures upon St. Paul's Epistles,"
" Thoughts on the new Dogma of the Church of Rome;" &c.' Apart
from Theology he produced, among other excellent things, "Intro-
ductory Lectures to Political Economy," "lHistoric doubts relative
to Napoleon Bonaparte," and "English Synonyms." The world
has lost a great man in Archbishop Whately, but, like old Horace,
he might have said before bis death-

" Exegi monumentum oere perennius,
Regalique situ pyramidum aitius.~ -Leader.

The Irish 7imes of the 9th inst. further remarks: Dr. Whately,
during bis episcopate, it is worthy of notice, saw five of those
whom he selected as chaplains raised to the bench-viz, Drs. Dixon,
Hinds, Wilson, and the present bishops of Meath and Killaloe.
As to his works, it would take a full essay in one of the Quarterlies
to give any adequate idea or outline of them. He has been before
the world as a writer for fifty-two years. Several of his books have
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reached a large number of editions-one of them, the "Christian
Evidences," ftfteen, besides having been translated into five different
languages. In 1819 appeared " Historic Doubts," signed by a
name from the old Caballa, "Knox Ompax." It was written to
meet and refute the German Neology which was then beginning to
insinuate itself into this country. To this early rationalism it was,
as we were saying, that the " Historic Doubts " were addressed-
nor has that subtle heresy ever met with a more powerful or more
telling exposure. The little treatise has since become a household
word, having passed through thirteen editions. Besides Sermons
and his annual Charges, and contributions to the periodical litera-
ture, which lie tlung out with a lavisli profusion, lie published
several illustrious works after his consecration-the greatest of all
being, probably, as Bishop Copleston thought, " The Kingdom of
Christ," the first part of which contains the completest argument
for the Savour's Divinity, and the finest piece of Gospel Harmony
(as to the two trials) that we know of. He published also " Les-
sons " on several subjects, which, in fact, are absolutely marvels of
simplicity and condensation. The list of his books, as it lies now
before us from his publisher, extending over six octavo pages, is
amazing from its extent, and the variety of ýubjects it contains.
The characteristics of his writings, often as epigrammatic as John-
son's " Table-Talk," are clearness and cogency ; pre-eminently con-
troversal fairness and honesty. In all his volumes there is not one
affected expression, scarce a foreign word-his was the very purest
Saxon-perhaps of all dead or living writers on the evidenees of our
most Holy Faith, he was the most cumulative. His conversation
was indescribable-it was as finished as Macaulay's studied senten-
ces-and his marvellous power of impromptu quotation and illustra-
tion as ready, rich and happy. He was never heard either in
abstruse discussion or in casual converse, to correct or improve or
explain his words-all dropped fron him as clear and as rightly
placed as in his printed books. fis fund of anecdotes, alike from
ancient lore and " modern instances," was inexhaustible and always
ready at command ; and though lie could relate them with the
raciest piquancy and point, lie never told one for the anecdote's
sake-always to mark down some fallacy or illustrate a moral truth.
The Archbishop was no party man; he never in Parliament gave
a "Ministerial " vote, nor did he ever in his life even give an elec-
tion vote, except for the late Sir R. Peel, at Oxford, and then
" because he thought that Peel was unfairly treated." lIn Church
matters lie belonged to neither the High nor the Low parties ; le
was hiniself rather a chief pillar of what is called the Broad; the
chief characteristic of whicl we take to be, a freedom from exaggera-
tions of doctrine on one side, and ritual on the other, together with
a large exercise of our intellectual faculties in inatters of religion,
based (in 'his Grace's case, at least) upon a robust belief in Holy
Scripture, and on an unfeigned and loyal attachment to the Book
of Commnon Prayer in all its parts-its worship, its sacrament, its
rubric, and its articles. As a man, his personal tastes and habits
were charmingly simple. While le could " speak with princes in
the gate," he- was as accessible and as affable as the youngest clergy-
man in his diocese. He was, if ever man was, a munnificent and " a
cheerful giver," foremost in publie and generous in private bounty ;
we know of a certainty that we are correct in saying that, such was
his benevolence, no case of real distress ever appealed to him in vain.
He dispensed not only to his clergy, but to a large circle of friends,
a constant and dignified hospitality. As a prelate, his rule, thoughi
vigilant, was mild, gentle, and paternal, ever leaning to the favour-
able interpretation ; and as a ruler of men, he lad that rare in-
stinctive Nelson-gift of winning the heartiest work from all placed
under his command, nor was ever leader served with more willing
obedience. He is now gone, and we miss him ! He is gone, and
we can but speak of him, and recall him to our thoughts, and bless
his memory, and embalm his name! He is gone, and le carries
with him the prayers and praises of his diocese over which le pre-
sided. Gone !-gathered to his blest eternal rest, as a "faithful
servant, to enter into the joy of his Lord !"

No. 42.-THE REV. FATHER FADER.
One of the most noted menbers of the Church of England, who

went over to the Roman Catholie Church, has paid the last debt of
nature, at the Oratory, at Brompton, near London, England. He
was one of the pioneers in the Tractarian movement ; and a leading
contributor to the " Tracts for the Times." fis writings were con-
demned by the University of Oxford,-of one of the Colleges of
which lie was a Fellow, and those of our readers who remnembered
the proceedings whicl then took place in the Senate, will scarcely
forget that when the vote Placet or Non Placet," was called fron
the members, the Rev. Mr. Oakley, another late convert, threw
down his glove, and declared le had a right to hold all Roman
doctrine, and still remain a priest of the Church of England. Mr.
Faber is a (remarkable trio, who las departed to his rest. Father

Newman is the Superior of the Oratory, where his friend and more
than brother, has passed away. Dr. Pusey stillIremains in the
Anglican Church; but no one will regret the demise of Father
Faber more. They were kindred spirits,-men removed from the
common of mankind ; who expected to achieve another great refor-
mation in this century, but were foiled. A celebrated book, now
out of print, but published some sixteen years ago, entitled " From
Oxford to Rome," is said to give a full, true and correct account of
the conversion of Mr. Faber, and his giving up wife and children,
for his faith's sake. That lie did so, there is no question. After
he resigned his fellowship lie married ; and when lie took orders in
the Roman Catholic Church, his wife entered a nunnuery as well.
Father Faber was quiet, gentle, unassuming in his manners-a true
servant of His Maker ; and most devoted to the poor. " After
life's fitful fever, he sleeps well," and there are few who belong to
the religion lie professed, who knew him even in Canada, that will
iot regret bis loss.-Montreal Transcript.

No. 43.-MRS. TROLLOPE.
The death of one of the most prolific writers of fiction in the

English language is announced in the same paragraph which inforns
us of the death of Arclibishop Whately. Mrs. Frances Trollope was
seven years the senior of the Archbishop, having been born in 1780.
She married Thomas Anthony Trollope, Barrister-at-Law, and for
some timc resided at Harrow ; but in 1829 circumstrnces induced
her to visit Amnerica. After three years residence in Cincinnati,
which was varied by occasional wanderings to other parts of the
States, she returned to England, and produced lier first work-
"Domestie manners of the Americans," which created a sensation
on both sides oi the i Nater. The Americans accused it of coarseness
and untrutlfuilness, as they did the later work of her relative
Anthony Trollope, who, two years ago, went over most of the
ground travelled by his kinswoman at an early day. This work was
so successful that the authoress embodied lier views and impressions
further on the same subject in a novel called " The Refugee in
Amnerica." She then turned ber attention to other subjects.* In
1833 she published a tale in three volumes called " The AbbeA,"
and one year later a second retrospect of travel, under the title of
"Belgiun and Western Travel in 1833." In 1836 appeared "The
adventures of Jonathan Jefferson Whitlaw," a novel representing
the condition of the black and coloured races in the Southern States.
During the same year she appeared again in " Paris and the Paris-
ians in 1835." "The Vicar of Wrexhill," which succeeded this
work, established the fact of lier power as a novelist. Several works
of travel and fiction succeeded this one up to 1839, when " The
Widow Barnaby " appeared, which is a very anusing description of
the career of a vulgar, scheming, husband-hunting widow ; this was
succeeded in 1840 by "The Widow Married," a continuation of
the former work-three or four other books having intervened
during the course of a year. Between this time and 1844 she pub-
lished some five or six other works of travel and fiction. Since '44,
she bas given to the Press, " Petticoat Govermnent," "Father
Eustace," "Uncle Walter," and "The Clever Woman." Sone
years since she took up lier permanent abode at Florence, where,
we presume, she died. Her later works are considered inferior to
those which came from lier pen in lier earlier days. Since 1836 she
has disappeared from the literary world, old age with its infirmities
having crept in upon her.-Leader.

1. THE STATISTICS OF EUROPE.
A curions bird's-eye view of the political and social state of Europe

is afforded by a heavy blue-book, just published bv our Govermient,
under the title of " Statistical Tables relating to Foreign Countries."
First, as to density of population, we find that while in Eogland and
Wales there were 352 inhabitants living in one square mile, in Russia
there are only 10 ; in Norway, 12 ; in Sweden, 22 ; in Greece, 56;
in Spain, 89 ; in Poland, 91 ; in Moldavia, 100 ; in Portugal, 104
in Denmark, 119 ; in Switzerland, 161 ; in Prussia, 165 ; in France,
176 ; in Brunswick, 194 ; and in Holland, 280 persons to the square
mile.

There are only two countries in Europe, at this moment, possessing
a denser population than England and Wales--namely, the kingdomn
of Wurtemberg, in which there are 373 inhabitants to the square

mile ; and Belgium, with 393 persons on the samne space of ground.
However, if we take the population of England alone, leaving out the
principality, the density is one of 377 individuals to the square mile ;
so that, in this case, Belgiun is the only country in Europe more
thickly crowded with inhabitants than our own.

In England, for the last few years, the proportion of marriages to
the population bas ben on in 123, which ià a higher rate than that
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of most European countries. In Norway the proportion is one in
124 ; in Hanover, one in 128 ; in Holland and Denmark, one in 129 ;
in Swedeu, one in 135 ; in Spain, one in 141 ; in Bavaria, one in 160 ;
and in Greece, only one in 174. Proportionately more marriages
than in England and Wales are made in France and Belgium : in
both countries the rate is one in 122 ; in Austria, where it is one in
117 ; in Russia, where it is one in 121 ; and in Prussia, where it is
one in 106. Rather more fixed is the proportion of births to popu-
lation. It is one in 28 in England and Wales ; one in 29 in Spain
and Bavaria ; one in 30 in Belgiun, Holland, and Norway ; one in
32 in Sweden ; one in 33 in Hanover, the Hanse Towns, and Den-
mark; one in 34 in Greece, and one in 38 in France. Consequently,
the natural increase of population is lower in France, in spite of the
highi marriage rate, than in any other European state.

More fertile than England are only Wurtemberg, where the pro-
portion of births to population is one in 26 ; Russia, where it is one
in 25; Austria, Saxony, and Prussia, where it is one in 24 ; and
Poland, where the proportion is one in 23.

The greatly varying sums which the dilferent nations of the world
pay for their government form very interesting points of comparison.
Great Britain, it is almost unnecessary to say, stands at the head of
all nations in this respect, the public revenue amounting to £2 13s.
per head of the population. Next in the list stands Holland, the
best taxed country of the continent, with £2 9s. per head ; and then
follows France, with £2 Os. 8d. The inhabitants of Hanover have
to pay £1 11s. 1d., each for being governed ; while the subjects of
King Leopold disburse £1 6s. 3d., and those of Queen Isabella,
£1 5s. 4d. per head for the sane. In Prussia, despite its higl
standing army, the taxation does not amount to more than £1 2s. 3d.
for each individâal ; while the revenue of the other states of the
confederation varies fron 13a. to £1 per head «f the population. In
all the remaining countries of Europe the burden of public taxation
amounts to considerably less than one pound per head. The Danes
pay 19s. 8d. ; the Portuguese, 17s. 4d. ; the Greeks, 16s. 8d.! the
mixed races inhabiting the Austrian empire, 16s. 4d. ; the Nor-
wegianis, 13s. 11d. ; the Swedes, 9s. 2d, ; and, last of all, the Swiss
only 6i. 10d. ; per head.

it is with something like awe and trembling that we approach a
ilast subject of comparative statistics-the public debt of modern
nations. Here, again, Great Britain stands at the head of all other
countries in the world. Our eight hundred millions of indebtedness,
divided equally between the twenty-uine million inhabitants of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland, give a share of responsibility amounting
to very nearly £28 to every soul. But the Dutchman are responsible
for very nearly as much ; the share in the public debt of Holland,
per head of the population, being £26 11s. 3d. France, the next in
the list, has proportionally less than half the debt of Holland, the
share of every inhabitant anounting to not more than £12 3s- 9d.
Now, the figures sink rapidly. In Portugal the public debt per head
of population amounts to £7 148. 7d. ; in Spain, to £6 13s. 2d. ; in
Austria, to £6 8s. ; in Belgium, to £5 12s. 9d. ; in Bavaria, to
£5 14s. ; in Saxony, to £4 10s.'; in Denmark to £4 9s. id. ; in
Greece to £3 14s. ; in Russia to £3 9s. ; in nearly all the states of
the German Confederation to from £2 to £3; in Norway to
£1 ls. 9d. ; and in Sweden to 9s. 2.1d. Switzerland and several of
the sinaller German States have no public debt whatever.-London
Globe.

2. A YEAR'S RAILWAY WORK IN GREAT BRITAIN.
In the year 1862, the enormous unumber of 180,429,071 passen-

gers travelled on the railways of the United Kingdom, besides 56,
656 season ticket holders, who, of course, travelled very many times;
and besides, also, 262,334 horses, 386,864 dogs, 3,094,183 cattle,
7,800,928 sheep, and 1,989,892 pigs. The passengers were more
thai 1861 by about 7,000,000. They paid £12,205,273 for their
fares. The first-class passengers paid £3,332,380; the second-class,
£4,018,221 ; the third-class, £4,639,250. 12-80 in every hundred
went first-class, 28-75 second class, 58-45 third class. The propor-
tion of third-class passengers is rather increasing, and of second
class rather dimiinishing. Thirty five passengers were killed (nine
of thein owing to their own misconduct or want of caution), and
536 were injured. This is less than half the number who lost their
lives in 1861 by railway accidents. The passenger trains travelled
57,542,831 miles, and the goods trains nearly as many more. The
passengers traffic supplied 47-76 per cent of the total receipts of the
companies, and the goods traffic the larger half, 52-4 per cent.
The receipts from all the traffic amounted to £29,128,558, being
nearly £3,000,000 more than the interest of the national debt, and
an increase of £563,000 over the receipts of 1861 ; but the length of
line open increased from 10,865 miles at the end of 1861, to 11,551
miles at the end of 1862. The working expenditure amounted to
49 per cent, and left the net receipts £14,820,691, nearly £130,000
more than 1861. In the year 162 the Çompanis.paid £220,970

for law and parliamentary expenses, £158, 169 as compensation for
personal injuries, £68,540 for daniage and loss of goods, £375,067
for government duty, and £596,410 for rates and taxes. It took
£2,708,638 to maintain the way and works, and £1,242,714 to
maintain the carriages and waggons, £3,966,0M5 to provide locomo-
tive power, and £3,987,637 to conduct tle traffic. The total sum
raised by shares and loans reached £385,218,438 at the close of the
year 1862.

3. GREEK FIRE.
The term "Greek fire," as applied to the substance whieh the

Federals are pouring into Charleston, is strictly a misnomner. The
secret of the manufacture of the original Greek fire lias been lost for
nearly 950 years, and it is probable that it will not again be found,
seeing that modern chemistry suggests agents quite as dangerous, and
perhaps simpler than the original. Its modern representative although
inten ded for the same purposes, is different in character, m ore portable,
more certain, more terrible. It is a fluid substance, is cheaply made,
keeps for years, and is produced so quickly that the ingredients of
which it is composed may bu put together at the moment when the
compound is required. In using the liquid it lias to bu enclosed in
a shell which shall burst at a given point of destination and allow
the fluid to be distributed. The construction of modern liquid fire
is based on simple scientific principles, and more methods than one
nay bu discovered for producing it. I think-and I know its inven-
tor, to whom I shall refer in a noment, thinks so too-that it might
be so formed that it would actually burn under water. But, how-
ever much it might be modified in detail, the principle would be the
same, and the principle is this: a rapidly oxydizable substance-
which ineans a substance that, in combining greedily with oxygen
whenever it can get, gives rise to the evolution of heat and flame-
is suspended for a time through a liquid, in which it is held innocu-
ous so long as the two are confined together, but froi which it is
separated spontaneously when both are free in the open air. The
modern chemist who fist brouglit liqnid fire into notice was Mr.
Wentworti Scott. I have b'een told that the method suggested by
the late Lord Dundonald was of the saine nature ; but tor special
scientific reasons, this view is not probable. Mr. Scott suggested
the principle about eleven years ago, and during the Russian war he
was untiring in his efforts to get it practically into use in our army
and navy. There is an oflicial board whicl received Mr. Scott, heard
his plans, promised him lmeans of experimnent, nibbled at his idea, and
and then repudiated it, and did mîîany very foolish things whiclh is not
worth while to rake up ; suflice it, that af ter tantalizing Mr. Scott for
a long season, and after supplying him with " lots of foruis," our cir-
cumlocutionists became acquainted with another gentleman who pro-
posed a liquîid fire, but who, I believe, in the end, was gently dropped
also, I mean Captain Disniiey. At last that which the English nation,
or rather govermnient, refused to study as a means of varfare, lias been
turned to practical account in A nierica. Liquid fire has found its
way into Charleston, and the question to be asked is-Will its appli-
cation stop there? I isfolly to rest content with saying that tlheprac-
tice is barbarous. Barba ity pertains to tle use of bayonets, and
swords, and grenadds, and al else ; the points to bu recognized are the
facts-that the Amnericans are using this liquid tire ; that they will
soon find means of improving tieir tirst attempts; that the successful
employment of one liquid will suggest others; and tliat suddenly we
miay bu aroused to the unpleaseit conciousness that all our great
armanients, all our forces, all our ships, all our men, are at the nmercy
of a foc who lias learned a new art in war, in whicli science lias
sapped courage, and in which brute force stands but second in the
contest.-Dr. Richardson in the Social Science Review.

4. THE MANUFACTURE OF NEEDLES.
The village of Redditch, in Worcestershire, is considered the chief

depôt for the manufacture of that iiost usefîul littie instrument of
female industry and domestic confort-the needle. Gaining per-
mission to see over one of the manufactories, we first enter a room
whose walls are heavily laden with huge colis of wire of every size
and quality. A "stalwart vuilcan" presides over a roaring furance.
We are not long kept iii suspense as to the relationship ot the wire
and the furnace. A workman reaches down a coil of the desired
thickness, and with a pair of shears cuts theii into segments, tlree
inches in length, with the greatest ease, tlhough a coil of wire may
contain fifty or sixty ircles. These segments have now to be
straightened. This is done by a process of "mutual attrition,"
while the pieces of wire are being heated in the furnace. Before
we can witness the niext process, we have to take a few minutes'
walk into the country, for the water-mill is now called into requi-
sition. Crossing two or three fields, we soon niear as pretty a little
cottage as village nueed boast. Following our guide down the gravel-
walk of its wW.llkept garden, with its woodon palings, we euter at
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the door, and, to our unutterable surprise, we find it a hive of
busy workmen. The three-iuch pieces of straightened wire look
very uncouth and ungainly as they leave the first workshop ; but no
sooner are they within the sound of the water- mili, than they take
rapid strides in their educational course. They are at first rough-
ly sharpened at both ends by means of the water-turned grindstone.
They are now taken to the stamping-room, where they are stamped
exactly in the centre with the impression of two eyes and gutters ;
and thence to the punching-room, where the eyes indicated by the
stamping process are punched out. They now present the appear-
ance of twin-needles. We follow them into another room, where a
batch of urchius seize thein, and adroitly and swiftly break them into
two. The process of filing is next resorted to in order te remove
the burr, when the crude form of the needle may be said to be com-
plete, and the first stage of its progressive existence to be passed.

Like young people who have flnished school, it remains to be
seen what they will severally turn out to be. The ordeal is at
hand. They nay yield to the touch of the master spirit, and give
promise of a long and useful career in social life : perchance they
may turn out ill, so that the searching eye, by whieh all of theni
must pass, may discern some flaw or other imperfection that shall
condemn themf. to pass their days in everlasting ignominy, as part
of that huge heap of waste and useless needles that we sec pushed in
the out of-the way places, a veritable eyesore and encumbrance.

We now pass into another room, where the needles enter upon
their second course. Here they are heated to a dull red, and then
quenched with oil. The next object is to give them the proper
temper. This is donc by placing them on a heated plate, and turn-
ing them about with a little hatchet till the true temper is acquired,
when the l»eat is withdrawn. We are now taken to witness the
final, but not least important, process of the manufacture, which
purposes to give them the smooth and bright appearance which is
their characteristic. This is done by folding about fourteen pounds'
weight of them, with a due admixture of soap, oil, and emery pow-
der, in a thick cloth, in the shape of a roller. When several of
these are prepared, they are placed under a linge machine very much
resenbling the body of a mangle. The rolls of needles act as the
rollers, and the machine is worked by water-power. We inquired
how long this terrible grinding will last, and we find that for eight
weary hours of eight long days the machine will unfeelingly go to
and fro ; and, in spite of the groaning and writhing underneath,
we are persuaded that it is all for the ultimate good of'the slim lit-
tic wires packed up into rollers. At the end of this time they are
released, all the smuo,,her and more servicable for the ordeal they
have undergone. It only reiains now for themn to be cleaned and
dried, and "ragged," sorted, and packed, to miake them fit for the
market.-Enylish Sauday School Teachers' Mliagazinae.

X. giscdiuetag.

AUTUMN WOODS.

Ere in the northern gale,
The suimmer tresses of the trees are gone
The woods of autumn all around our vale,

Have put their glory on.

The mountains that infold
In their wide sweep, the coloured landscape round.
Seem groups of gianxt kings in purple and gold

That guard the enchanted ground.

I roam the woods that crown
The upland, where the mingled spiendors glow,
Where the gay conipany of trees look down

On the green fields below.

My steps are net alone
In th'se brighut walks; the sweet south-west at play
Flies, rustling, where the pninted leaves are strown

Along the winding way.

And far in heaven, the while,
The sun that sends the gale to wander here,
Peurs out on the fair earth his quiet smile.-

O Autumn I why so soon
Depart the hues that nake thy for ests glad;
Tiy gentle wind and thy fair sunny nuon,

And leave thee wild and sd 8

Ah, 'twere a lot too blest
For ever in thy coloured shades to stray;
Amidst the kisses of the soft southwest

To rove and dream for aye;

And leave the vain low strife
That nakes men nad, the tug for wealth and power,
The passions and the cares that wither life,

And waste its little hour. BRYANT.

2. THE AUTUMN WOODS OF CANADA.
There is something indescribably beautiful in the appearance of

Canadian woods at this season of the year, especially when the
light of the rising or setting sun falls upon then. Almost every
imaginable shade of green, brown, red and yellow, may be found in
thu foliage of our forest trees, shrubs and creeping vines, as the
autumn advances ; and it may truly be said that every backwoods
home in Canada, is surrounded by more gorgeons colorings and
richer beauties than the finest mansion of the nobility of England.
Have our readers ever remarked the peculiarly beautitul appearance
of the pines at this season of the year ? When other trees manifest
symptoms of weathering, they appear to put forth a richer and
fresher foliage. The interior of the tree, when shaded from the
sun, is a deep invisible green, approaching to black, whilst the
outer bougis, basking in the sunlight, show the richest dark green
that can be imnagined. A few pine and spruce trees scattered
among the more brightly colored oaks, maples, elis and beeches,
which are the chief denizens of our forests, give the whole an ex-
ceedingly rich appearace. Among the latter, every here and there
strange sports of nature attract attention. A tree that is still green
will have a single branch covered with red or orange leaves, like a
gigantic bouquet of flowers. Another will have one side of rich
maroon, whilst the other side remains green. A third will present
a flounce or rufle of briglit buff or orange leaves round the niddle,
whilst the branches above and below continue greên. Then, again,
some trees which have turned to a rich brown, will be seen inter-
twined and festooned by the wild vine or red root, still beautifully
green ; or, a tree that is still green, will be iantled over by the
Canadian ivy, whose leaves have turned to a deep reddish brown. In
fact, every hue that painters love, or could almost imagiLe, is found
standing out boldly or hid away in some recess, in one part or
another of a forest scene at this season, and all so delicately niingled
and blended that human art must despair of making even a tolesable
imitacion. And these are beauties which not even the Fun can por-
tray ; the photographer's ait lias not yet enabled hini to seize and
fix them on the mirror which lie holds up to iatue. He can give
the limbs and outward flourishes, but not the soul of such a sceie.
His representation bears the same relation to the reality tiat a
beautiful corpse does to the flashing eye and giowing cheek of a
living beauty. An eloquent Anierican writer scouts the idea of
leaves uithering. He says when they have attained maturity they
change color, just as fruits do when they are ripe, and wlien the
ripening process is complete they, like the fruit, fall oi. lu this
process, he adds the leaves are as lovely as flowers, and much may
be added to the beauty of our cities and villages by planting in their
streets, gardens, and outskirts, the trees which show the finest tints
in Autumn. This is an idea that is well worthy of attention, for
the trees and shrubs which put on the richest coloring in the fail
are probably also the nost beautiful in spring and sumner. The
same writer lias another idea which should be attentively considered.
He says one man will daily pass unheeding scenes of beauty which
fill another with intense delight, simply because le lias never culti-
vated habits of observation and comparison ; and yet it is obvious
that the latter enjoys without expense or labor the most abundant
and varied source of pleasure frou which the former is shut out.
Let all, then, and especially the young, cultivate habits of observ-
ing, admiring, and loving nature.-Montreal Witness.

3. THE AUTUMN AND ITS LESSONS.
All that is earthly must fade. This is an annual lesson, taught by

the falling leaf, the withering frost, the silence which pervades the
air, and the wreck and decay of vegetation, as each recurring Autumn
assumes lier reign. Another autumi is upon us now. The tassels of
corn are dead and the husks of the standing ears have lost their green.
green. The scythe is shearing the hay-fields of their burden. Small,
yellow leaves, that have exhausted their vitality before the advent of
the frost, are dropping one by one from the trees. Flower stalks
that but a few short weeks since stood green and glowing, bearing
proudly up their wealth and floral beauty, now stand starke and
dead. The firt intimation of approaching dissolutin resta upon all ve-
getation, yet amid thes scens the fruits of Autumu are spread up-
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on every side. Apples bend from the bough, nuts wait on the trees
for the loosing fingers of the frost, wains go cracking home laden
with homely roots, the granaries are already filled, and soon, housed
and garnered the products of the year will await the grateful use of
man and animal.

All that is earthly nust fade. " We all fade as the leaf." Man has
his Spring, his Summer, his Autumn, and his Winter. Some
leaves wait hot for the frost, and fall early, but we who grow crisp
and dry with age, and we who grow golden and glorious in the frosts
of time, must all alike follow them to the earth. There are worm-
eaten'fruits and blasted corn-ears in the fields of humanity, as in the
fields of vegetation. The good ones only can find a place in the
store-house of the great husbandman. The lesson of the Autumn
bears upon and illustrates the whole subject of the close of human
life. The year is but a hollow farce without fruit as the grand re-
sult. A human life, in its Autumn, in which is seen no fruit be-
trays a perversion so foul that it might make an angel weep, and as
the angels look down upon the world, may they find graces which
blush like apples among the leaves, characters well filled out and
clean from all impurity, true wisdom filling all the store-houses and
the seeds of an imortal life perfected, and ready to be unfolded in

Those everlasting gardens,
Where angels walk and seraphs are the wardens

-Springfield Republican.

XI. Edctoa gutellgttw.

GREAT BRITAIN.
- S-r. Davin's COLLEGE, LAAMPETER.-In accordance with a scheme

recently prepared by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and confirmed by
her Majesty in Council, this college has received a further endowment, the
object being to extend the course of education "so as to be equivalent to
the ordinary course of' education for a Bachelor's Degree at the Univer-
sities of Oxford and Cambridge." The endowment will provide two new
professorships, and a large number of additional seholarships, to the
amount of more than £300 per annum. These will be open to all candi-
dates without any restriction.

-- ENGLIsH BEQUEsTs.-On the 24th of June, the New Asylum for

British Orphans at Slough was opened by the Prince of Wales. The
building, which faces the railway station at Slough, is capable of holding
200 children. At 4he meeting, Mr. E. M. Mackenzie, of the firm of Peto,
Brassey, & Co , presented a donation of £12,000.

ScoTrrsis EDUCATIONAL BEQuEsT.-The late Mr. Alexander Edward
has bequeathed £1000 to the Dundee Public Seminaries, or High School of
Dundee ; said suim to be invested by the directors, and the produce thereof
to be applied in the education of the children of poor but respectable
parents. James Forrest, Esq., of Meadowfield, has bequeathed £150 a
year for the education of 150 children, two-thirds of whom must be natives
of Airdrie, the remaining third of Clarkston; and £110 a year for five
bursaries in the University of Glasgow. The Misses Ettles, of Inverness,
have founded an "Ettles Bursary," of £22 per annum, tenable for four
years, in the University of Aberdeen; the competition to take place at
the Inverness Academy. The same ladies have invested £500 to fouud
a simuilar bursary in connection with Elgin Academy.

- UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGR.-The ceremony of capping the Gradu.
ates in Medicine took place on August 1, Principal Sir David Brewster

presiding. Eighty gentlemen received the degree of M.D. In the closing
address Professor Lyon Playfair confined his attention principally to a
consideration of the means of improving public as well as private health.
He statel, that in all except the middle ages, sanitary legislation had en-
deavoui ed to grapple with the ils which affected public health. He
referred in proof of this to the hygienic laws of Moses, the laws of Talencus
the appointmuent of physicians in Greece and Rome, solely to watch over
the sanitary condition of the various countries connected with them. But
in the barbarism of the middle ages the plague visited and made a home
of every country in Europe. After repeated attacks of this disease on
London, the attention of the legisiators was directed to the necessity of
exalting the status of the medical profession, and the King, under the
advice of Cardinal Wolsey, established the College of Physicians in 1518.
Under their able efforts the plague gradually disappeared, and after the
great fire of London it entirely ceased to visit this country. The Pro-
fessor went on to state that removable zyxnotic diseases of other kinds
still remained, to which he wished to direct the attention of the students.
The plague prevails in Egypt every ten years. This arcse from the bestly
condition of the people. The plague of Egypt becomes the typhus of a

more moderate elimate. This arises directly from the influence of decay-
ing matter, foul ventilation, and bad water. Here, then, was a field of
usefulness in which they could labour. The disease was preventible, yet
in 1861 it destroyed 15,000 people. He would wish to stimulate the
students to give their care and attention to prevent and extinguish such
fires of disease and pestilence. In concluding, the Professor counselled
the students on the danger of leaving off the stndy of the natural sciences,
with a view to keeping up greater familiarity with those studies bearing
more immediately on the practice of their profession. He wished, there-
fore, to impress upon them, that, in the present state of the world, medi-
cine pursued as an art must be grounded on the sciences, and it was their
duty to apply these sciences to practical uses in the art. Sir David Baxter
bas funded £3000, for the purpose of establishing two Fellowships in this
University, of the value of £60 each per annum. The Fellowships, which
are to be tenable for two years, will be open to all Graduates in Arts of
not more than four years' standing.

- TiNrTY COLLEGE, DUBLN.-The Board of Trinity College have
resolved to correct a great abuse. Sizarships were established for the
benefit of indigent students, but for many years they have been competed
for by the sons of men of property, the holders of Royal scholarships, and
persons trained by extreme " cramming " to compete for honours. The
result was that the poor student, who enjoyed no such advantages, was
deprived of what was intended for his exclusive benefit. The Board have
therefore passed the following resolution:-" That in future candidates for
sizarships shall, through their parents or guardians, a week before the ex-
amination for sizarships, furnish to the Registrar full information as to
their circumstances, and that those persons only should be permitted to offer
themselves for examination who are eligible on the ground of poverty."

-QUEEN's COLLGE, BELFAsT.-It appears from the report of the

President of Queen's College, Belfast, for the year ending March 1, 1863,
presented to Parliament, that the total number of students in 1852-53 was
154; now there are in attendance 388; of these 335 are matriculated.
Duriug this session 137 youug men entered the college for the first time, of
whom 115 are matriculated. Since the session 1857-58, there has been an
increase in the whole numbers in attendance of 181. Besides the 137
freshmen, four other students entered the college, but having ceased to
attend, their names have been erased from the rolls.

- TRE RET. Da. EDwARD HINcKs, Rector of Killyleagh, Ireland,
son of the late Rev. Dr. Hi ncks, and brother of the Hou. Francis Hincks
bas had the honour of being appointed by the King of Prussia one of the
Chevaliers of the Order of Merit in Science and Arts. The order consists
of 80 Germans and 30 foreiguers, selected for their superior acquirements.
Dr. Hincks bas long been known as a profound Oriental scholar.

COLON IAL.

- EDUCATIONAL MUNIFICENCE IN INDIA.-We take the folIowing from
the Overland Friend of india:--" Calcutta bas at last got its Municipal
Act, and only the formal assent of the Viceroy is required to sanction its
operation on the first of July next. No experiment in municipal govern-
ment of so important a kind bas ever been made in Asia. If successful
it will form a model not only to Madras, which keenly watches it, but to
all similar communities even purely native. Thanks to the princely muni-
ficence of its native millionaires, Bombay will be the first Presidency to
have a building worthy of the University. Meanwhile, Lord Elgin ab-
stains from giving any reply to the proposals of the Calcutta University,
made more than a year ago. Cowasjee Jehangeer, who recently built a
great hospital at Surat, now offers £10,000 towards building a University
in Bombay, in honour of the Prince of Wales' marriage. A few months
ago another Bombay gentleman established travelling fellowships in con-
nexion with the University. All that Calcutta bas to set against this is a
scholarship of £3 a month, endowed in its Residency College, not by a
Bengalee, but by the Rajpoot Maharajah of Jeypore."-The Muaeum.

.aDvERTIsEMENT8 inserted in the Journal of Education for 20 centsper
line, which may be remitted in postage stamp8, or otherwise.

TRams: For a singie copy of the Journal of Educa tion, $1 per annuin,
back vols., neatly stitched, supplied on the same terms. All subscriptions
to commence with the January Number, and payment in advance must iL
all cases accompany the order. Single numbers, 10 cents each.
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